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A D Morton 

The French Raid on Southampton 1338, Part One 

Historians of the French Raid stress Southampton’s fatal vulnerability on its waterside, the 

stealth of its attackers, the panic-stricken flight of its inhabitants, the ferocity of the English 

counter-attack, and a lesson finally learned that the town had to be wholly walled in. We must 

take none of that for granted; repetition only broadens the myth. Stories have continued to be 

told, for no good reason except that older historians told them, at a time when few sources 

were easily available. In consequence, as other and more significant texts have later been 

edited and published, the tendency has been to read them in the context of an already 

established story, sometimes to ignore them. 

Dating and Timing 

For instance, the customary dating of the raid largely derives from two sources available to 

the Victorians, Froissart’s Chroniques and Stow’s Annals. Froissart says that it began on a 

Sunday, in the morning, when the townspeople were at mass, and Stow provides the actual 

date and time, October 4, around nine of the clock. The two sources complement each other, 

for October 4 1338 was a Sunday in the Julian calendar. Nonetheless, they are wrong: the 

raiders landed on the Monday at mid-afternoon. A difference of only 30 hours seems not 

worth the arguing about, except that it carries large consequences for our understanding of 

what really happened. 

The earliest sources―an inquisition into the loss of the king’s wool,
1
 six months after 

the event―a royal council,
2
 eight months after the event―and Murimuth,

3
 the first of the 

chroniclers to write about the raid (d 1347)―all date the beginning of the raid to the Monday 

after Michaelmas, which was October 5 in 1338, again in the Julian calendar. Baker, the next 

chronicler to write about the raid (d c 1360), dates the event in a significantly different way 

but still makes it October 5: in his version it began on the sixth day after Michaelmas,
4
 

September 29 (feria sexta proxima post festum sancti Michaelis). Baker’s text is the basis of 

the entry in Stow’s Annals, but Stow blunders the date. His Latinity was said to have been 

poor,
5
 or perhaps he counted 31 days in September.  

Murimuth and Baker agree in saying that the raiders appeared off Southampton about 

three or four in the afternoon, not nine in the morning, as Stow translates it. To demonstrate 

this, we have to begin with a comparison of time and tide, for the course of the raid was 

determined by Southampton’s double tide, which is notable for having several hours of 

extended high water (‘stand’ or ‘slack’) and which has been celebrated since the early 8
th

 

century, when Bede described the two waters that flow into the Solent and daily clash outside 

the mouth of the River Hamble.
6
 Froissart tells us that the French Raid came to an end 

naturally: when the tide rose, they refloated themselves, weighed anchor, and sailed before 

the wind towards Normandy. It was not quite that simple; the tide that freed them also 

imprisoned them for a while. The galleys could not sail when Southampton’s tide was setting 

against them. Though moving forward relative to the water, at best they would have made no 
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progress relative to the land, and at worst they would have been pushed backwards. In these 

narrow waters, the experienced captain would have preferred to sail during the periods of 

slack. Sailing with the tide was also possible, of course, but navigation could be complicated 

at times by the shifting interplay of wind and wave. 

Figure 1 is reasonably close to showing the situation on October 4–5 1338 on the 

Julian calendar, or October 12–13 1338 on our Gregorian calendar (still Monday). Only a thin 

sliver of the moon’s crescent then remained and a spring tide was imminent. More detail than 

that cannot be projected back nearly seven centuries with any hope of precision: we may not 

check the times of high and low tide with an almanac for October 1338. Yet there are other 

ways of finding the answer, and the results force a reassessment of the evidence. Readers of 

the usual documentary sources take them to indicate a landing in the morning and a departure 

the following morning, but these times do not sit comfortably within the framework imposed 

by the tides. It is a very tight squeeze and something is never right. 

 

Figure 1. Two cycles of Southampton’s tides, as measured at Town Quay (after Macmillan 1964). The hours 

shown are numbered only to make calculations easier, but do not necessarily indicate those times of the day. 

 

The time of the raiders’ arrival is attested by Murimuth and Baker, who both say it 

was ‘about the ninth hour;’ quasi hora nona and circa horam nonam. That can be translated 

two ways. First, as Stow reads it, it was around nine of the clock, though perhaps he did not 

recognise a medieval nine-in-the-morning, three hours after sunrise (sunrise invariably was 

the sixth hour). In early–mid October the sun rises just after 7am, as we measure time, and 

the raiders would have arrived at around 10am therefore. 
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The end of the raid is not so precisely defined, but there are several pointers to when it 

happened. The captains of the galleys would have been cutting it fine if they sailed any later 

than the first hour of the ebb tide (figure 1, hr-22), and they would not have trusted their ships 

to the tide while it was still dark. A time after daybreak is also suggested by a reading of 

certain chroniclers, who state that the raiders saw or perceived the forces gathered against 

them (see further below). 

This combination of times and tides can be made to work―but only just―if the 

raiders arrived at Southampton at 10am, having ridden the flood tide for an hour (figure 1, hr-

1), which allows them to leave the town the next day next day at dawn (7am modern time), an 

hour into the ebb. The arrangement sits inflexibly within those two points (figure 2, top), for 

shifting a boundary to permit a likelier combination of time and tide at arrival or departure 

turns the other calculation into nonsense. However, if the raiders arrived before Southampton 

at 10am, either the flotilla had spent all of a practically moonless night crossing the Channel, 

with little or no time available in the morning to regroup, or it had sheltered in a haven of the 

English coast, very near to the mouth of the Solent and without alerting potential victims. 

Neither alternative recommends itself. 

 

Figure 2. As figure 1, but with a diminishing scale to the top. Dark grey lines and bands show the two options 

for landing and departure. The times of day shown are those suggested in the text. 
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On the other hand, if Murimuth and Baker were timing by the canonical hours, they 

will have meant the ninth hour of the day after sunrise, three in the afternoon. Using our 

measurements of time we would say that in early–mid October nones started somewhere 

between 3pm and 4pm. Provided the medieval timekeepers reset their calculations at midday, 

it probably was close to 3pm by our timing; otherwise it could have been around 4pm. 

Reading hora nona in this way simplifies the Channel crossing. The raiders would still have 

had to set off in the dark, before midnight, but much of the crossing would have been in 

daylight and there would have been time enough to gather in the strays before entering the 

Solent. Entering Southampton Water at the best moment, during an interval of slack, they 

would have had ample opportunity to move swiftly on to Southampton. The revised timing 

sharply reduces the raid on that first day to three or four hours of daylight, but the relative 

brevity of the afternoon’s work would help to explain much that then unfolded, not least why 

the raiders stayed overnight. Sailing from Southampton the next morning might have begun 

at the end of slack water or while the full tide was just beginning to turn, an hour after sunrise 

that day, about 8am as we would time it, or any time in the next two hours. The points of 

arrival and departure on the tidal pattern (as shown on figure 2, bottom) can be moved by an 

hour, or perhaps two, without seriously affecting the options. 

That makes better sense in all ways except that it does not fit into Froissart’s 

narrative, which is no matter as we already disagree by a day. Among other things, it reduces 

the time that Southampton was occupied by the raiders from 21 hours, nine of which were in 

the daytime, to about sixteen hours, only four or five of which were in the daytime. Halving 

the period of daytime occupation makes this more nearly consistent with other raids of the 

period and shines a softer light on Hampshire’s speed of response. 

 

Defending Southampton 

Usually we are told that everyone ran away who could do so, and as quickly as they could. 

That was Edward III’s early assumption, a week after the raid: ‘the enemy plundered and 

burned and then retired to their galleys without encountering any resistance from the men of 

those parts.’ The keepers of the maritime land had ‘basely fled with the men of the said town 

on the sight of the enemy.’
7
 This has to be understood as a first reaction to shock. Edward 

was a young man, not yet 26, with a straightforward view of the world, quick to interpret 

failure as treason. Defended in some depth from the Isle of Wight northwards, and with easier 

targets such as Portsmouth to deflect raiders, Southampton was one of the least vulnerable 

ports on the south coast. It had been chosen, only a month before, to handle the shipment of 

150 tuns of wine to the king.
8
 He was abroad, in Flanders, desperately trying to land a telling 

blow against the French, and fast depleting his borrowed funds in the process, and he 

expected the important towns of his kingdom to play their part in frustrating the enemy. After 

the loss of his ships at the Battle of Arnemuiden and the sacking of Southampton a fortnight 

later, it began to seem that he would be cut off from England at a time when it was wide open 

to invasion. 
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Hue Quiéret, the Admiral of France, commanded the raid in person and he knew very 

well that the defenders had put up a fight. (Getting himself involved in the action was to lead 

to his death, in 1340, at the battle of Sluys.) A fortnight after the raid, Quiéret explained that 

he had offered a prize of 100 livres tournois to the first to break into the town. A party of ‘our 

own esquires and men’ (nos escuiers et genz propres) led the way in but were too eager 

perhaps for they enmeshed themselves in peril. They were saved and supported by a force of 

Genoese soldiers and sailors, who landed as a second wave (they secourent et aiderent les ... 

gens ou peril où il se mirent); in grateful recognition of which Quiéret ordered that 100 livres 

tournois were to be distributed among the Genoese.
9 

This version of events is echoed in two pro-French chronicles, derived from a single 

source,
10

 except that now it is the Genoese who are reinforced by another (third?) wave of 

attackers: Quiéret, having gathered the men-at-arms in four ships, approached a town called 

Southampton; and met strong resistance. Then the Genoese sallied forth and fought so 

fiercely against the townspeople that they stormed the town-gate―or the harbour (the two 

texts differ on this one point)―and then the Admiral’s men came to the help of the Genoese 

and took the town. 

These are not the only intimations that the attacking forces suffered losses. One other 

French chronicler, who writes of the Genoese fighting against the people of Southampton, 

summarises the year 1338―in effect its autumn quarter only―by saying that a very great 

number of Philip VI’s Genoese galley-troops were killed and slain by the English (furent 

mout grant foison de Genevoiz, qui estoient ès gallies comme soudoiers du roy de France, 

tuez et ochiz des Angloiz).
11

 We must not rely too heavily on this. Though the writer 

seemingly was a contemporary of the events (the chronicle goes no further than 1339) and 

though he knew certain important facts, such as the names of the foreign connestables, he 

was based in Paris and sometimes fills the page with mere rumour. So, in this case, he tells us 

that the Genoese burnt the Southampton suburbs and that the town would also have been 

burnt if its walls had not been so good and strong (yceaux Genevoiz ... les faubours ardirent, 

et la ville eussent arse se lez murs n’eussent esté bons et fors quy y estoient)―which is nearly 

the complete opposite of what happened, as we shall see. 

Writing from the English side, Laurence Minot
12

 also tells of a great struggle, at the 

end of which the defenders force the raiders to retreat: 

they were met / by men who soon stopped their game. / Some were knocked on the 

head / and died on the spot; / some were seeing stars; / and some had their brains 

knocked out. / Then they only wanted / to escape’. 

Minot is not given his proper due as a reporter by English historians, who miss the many little 

details that he gets correct―or gets wrong in ways that suggest an access to high-level 

gossip. Whether or not he wrote all the poems attributed to him,
13

 he may very well have 

been the Laurenzio Mynotz or Loreng de Minguot who acquired valuable parts of Crécy 

Forest, to whom Edward III remitted some of the purchase money still owing,
14

 and who 

would have been dispossessed when the French seized Ponthieu in 1337. He may have been 
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related to the king’s butler, Michael Minot or Miniot, who regularly features in the rolls of 

the time, or Thomas Minot, the king’s notary.
15

 If they manage not to ignore him totally, 

English historians do him the disservice of attaching his lines to the events of the following 

day, when the raiders returned to the ships. Though he may conflate the two days’ activity, 

Minot is principally describing the fighting near the beginning, when the town’s defenders 

met the raiders and fought against them. 

In much the same way as Minot spins the story, but with even more bias towards the 

defence perhaps, the Anonimalle and Lanercost chronicles describe a landing at Southampton 

from two of the enemy’s ships. In this version, the invaders find themselves surrounded and 

are all killed.
16

 Though they date the attack to 1335, which cannot be right, the two chronicles 

contain many plausible details, as we shall see, and the extermination of the invaders could 

be an echo of what actually threatened the esquires, but with the outcome changed to allow 

an English triumph. 

In summary, three separate sources apart from Quiéret, each individually questionable 

to differing extents but more convincing when taken together, indicate that the defenders 

inflicted many casualties in the course of a hard fight. 

In the weeks following the raid, Edward seems to have quietly altered his 

understanding of what happened. He shut up after enquiries into the facts; which is a lesson 

most historians of the French Raid have yet to learn. The keepers of the maritime land had 

been accused not only of crippling venality but also of running away as soon as the enemy 

was sighted, thereby wholly failing to do their appointed duty, which was to oversee the 

protection of the coast and the coastal towns. However, only days later, the king appointed 

two of them, John de Scures and Thomas Cowdray, as keepers of Southampton.
17

 Scures, 

sheriff of Hampshire since 1321, was a capable administrator, having learned his business 

during the troubled years at the end of Edward II’s reign. He was an obvious choice, but not 

if deep suspicion ruled the king. 

The keepers of the maritime land worked with four arrayers who were charged with 

raising all the fencible men in the county (knights, esquires and others) and equipping them 

with suitable mounts and armour. The arrayers were to lead that force wherever the keepers 

directed. As it first seemed to the king and his full council, the men-at-arms and archers who 

had been appointed to defend the coast simply were not there. The officials had accepted 

bribes and allowed them to go home, and they had pocketed the wages;
18

 nor had any attempt 

been made later to fight the raiders. Official crookedness was likely enough: Gorski
19

 devotes 

an entire chapter to the complexities of ‘shrieval corruption.’ However, again the king 

quickly showed his confidence in the men on the spot, for when Cowdray and Scures were 

unable to accept the keepership of Southampton, he appointed two of the arrayers, John de 

Palton and John de Buckland.
20 

Eight days after the raid, the king and council were ordering an inquisition, alleging 

that ‘the enemy plundered and burned ... and then retired to their galleys without meeting any 

resistance from the men of those parts.’
21

 If that enquiry happened, it must have proved that 
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there had been resistance; and, despite Edward’s threats, no-one was found to be ‘most 

guilty’ and jailed, nor were there any others that received an appropriately lesser punishment. 

Platt suggests that the imprisonment of Nicholas de Moundenard in the Tower of London was 

really because of his failure to defeat the French Raid: ‘If the fall of the town were not 

blamed on him directly, it can only have been because there were others at least as guilty as 

he.’
22

 That is a wild surmise: Moundenard’s punishment was statedly for committing 

numerous frauds against the king over the years of which he was indeed guilty. It was 

compounded perhaps by the fact that he was extremely wealthy and could be pressured into 

underwriting the expenses of building a town wall. For example, required to make good what 

he had embezzled, he was also fined £40 ‘to be paid for the works in enclosing the town of 

Southampton and in wages to the men staying in garrison there, or otherwise at the king’s 

will.’
23

 However, no-one was punished for the sacking of the town because, by July 1339, 

when Moundenard was imprisoned, it had become clear that there were no guilty people. 

Shortly before, in March 1339, five months after Edward had taken back the direct 

government of the town, those officials who had been in charge at the time of the raid were 

restored to power, under the same mayoralty of Nicholas Sampson. That is not the action of a 

king who felt himself betrayed by their incompetence and cowardice. It completely reverses 

his initial estimation that 

the mayor, bailiffs and men of that town, holding it at fee farm to be kept safely for 

the king’s use, ... abandoned it on the coming of certain aliens in galleys, ... to the 

dishonour of the king and realm.
24 

 

The Precursor 

Southampton had been raided recently, in 1321, by its neighbours along the coast. What 

happened on that occasion gives some idea of the tactics employed by the defenders in 1338. 

The earlier raid is often represented as a grabbing of the chance to damage a trading rival of 

the Cinque Ports, while the realm was diverted by the Despenser Wars. The Annales Paulini 

speak of ‘the sailors of Winchelsea, ablaze with the fuel of envy at the town of 

Southampton,’
25

 and a petition, presented in 1321/2 by two Dorset merchants whose ship had 

been plundered off Portsmouth the day that the raid began, named the leaders as several 

important citizens of Winchelsea as well as ‘other unknown men of the Cinque Ports.’
26

 In 

fact, the raid seems to have mingled greed and private war with the business of a hostile state 

very much as the 1338 raid did.
27

 The barons, bailliffs and sailors of Winchelsea had 

‘promised that they would go by water in the king’s assistance,’ while he dealt with his 

enemies on land.
28

 According to a petition from the true men of Southampton, presented early 

in the following reign,
29

 the raiders had been led by Robert Batail, who was a baron of the 

Cinque Ports and Edward’s admiral, and his pretext had been that the townspeople supported 

the Earl of Lancaster, one of the opponents of the king. Then Edward, having arrived at 

Portchester four days after the attack, 
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sent the Community of Southampton to Portchester Castle, and imprisoned them 

there, and made them swear that they would make no case or bring suit against the 

men of the Cinque Ports for the damages and misdeeds; and he promised to 

compensate the said men of Southampton for all their damages, which he never did 

In May 1322, in another display of partiality, he pardoned Batail for all offences committed 

on land or sea.
30

 It may be telling that the men of Southampton waited until a new king was 

on the throne before they petitioned parliament. 

Like the raid of 1338, that of 1321 caused great losses, totalling £8,000 or more it was 

reckoned.
31

 When the raiders appeared, Southampton’s burgesses had offered two of the 

town’s best ships, fully equipped, as ransom, but the men of Winchelsea, despising both the 

men of Southampton and the offer they had made, maliciously burnt fifteen of the town’s 

ships, then two more the following day.
32

 Platt guesses that the claim was ‘almost certainly ... 

exaggerated.’
33

 If so, at £470 per ship-with-gear-and-cargo, it was no more than the going 

rate for exaggeration. In 1328, the loss in France of four ships, with their gear and cargo, 

affected Southampton merchants statedly to a total amount of £2,020.
34

 

The two raids differ in one important respect. When the men of Southampton 

petitioned Edward III, they alleged only that the raiders burnt the said men’s ships and the 

contents. No buildings were described as damaged or looted, no-one was reported to have 

been injured or killed. Yet we can be confident that if the two sides had met, blood would 

have been spilled. As a generality, mariners were said to be brutally violent, ‘their 

wickedness greater than other men’s,’ according to a guide for confessors that probably dates 

to 1344: 

not only do they kill clergy and laymen when they are on land, but also when they are 

at sea they engage in savage piracy (piraticum exercent pravitatem), seizing other 

people’s goods, especially those belonging to merchants crossing the sea, and cruelly 

they kill them.
35 

In particular, the rolls of the early 14
th

 century are punctuated with references to just that sort 

of mayhem. Barely a month before the men of Winchelsea raided Southampton, Edward II 

had expressed his concern that the ‘the great dissension that has lately arisen between the 

barons of the Cinque Ports and the ... men and mariners of western parts’ had resulted in 

‘homicides, depredations, and burning of ships and other damages.’
36

 The following year, in 

1322, arguments between Venetian sailors and Southampton residents escalated to ‘men slain 

on both sides.’
37

 

It seems therefore that neither side could get at the other. Southampton held the town 

and Winchelsea controlled the water, for a couple of days. There is little in the documentation 

to suggest that a landing was attempted. According to the annals, the men of Winchelsea 

approached the villa of Southampton and took control of the portus. The switch of terms may 

have been no more than the elegant variation often found in texts of the time―for example, 

Richard Lescot writes of a force raiding the port or town of Portsmouth:
38

 portus seu villa in 
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Anglia―but perhaps it defines a real difference in function. The portus or ‘harbour’ in that 

case would have included the whole of West Bay, now reclaimed and home to furniture 

stores (figure 3). It would have been the same as the havre de hantonne that the French 

raiders first came to, according to Froissart. Platt writes that the ships burnt by the raiders 

were ‘drawn up on the strand,’
39

 but the original account does not inevitably imply this: naves 

... cum ancharatæ fuerunt ad terram, the ships were held with anchors to the land. The 

annalist indulges in pretty phrases, and surely all he means here is that the ships were at 

anchor. 

 

Figure 3. Wet, intertidal and dry (after Greenwood 1826). 

 

The lessons learned were of mixed value. The town’s defences needed improving in 

places, but a large enemy force, led by a seasoned fighter, did not effect a landing in the 

town. The waterside held. That was a comfort to cling to in the next reign. Whatever hopes 

they had under the new king, they could expect little of England’s naval forces charged to 

protect the south coast. In 1336, Edward III was entrusting the preparation of a fleet for war 

against the Scots and their allies to the same people who had been leaders in the 1321 raid, 

who remained too important for any monarch to discard, and who would never be active 

defenders of their trading rivals.
40 

Natural Barriers 

Other factors will have helped to limit the places where the men of Winchelsea might 

confront the men of Southampton. Before reclamation and dredging, the lowest reaches of the 
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Test and Itchen changed in size and shape according to the ebb and flow of the tides, and an 

expanse of mud was revealed as the tide receded (figure 3). The mud shaded from land to 

water in often unpredictable ways. It might be a firm beach in one place and a sink-hole in 

another. The adventures of three men in 1844 provide an example. When their rowing boat 

was caught on the edge of the mud and swamped, they cautiously belly-flopped down and 

rolled towards safety. Two of the three discovered that crawling and walking upright were 

possible (‘they threw themselves along, ploughing in the mud, sometimes their limbs sinking 

so deep that they despaired of dragging them out again’) and they laboured across about 

200m to a rescue boat. The third man made his own way, rolling for about 400m ‘through 

mud, creeks and other impediments to the shore.’ All three were exhausted by their efforts. 

When they were landed at Southampton quay the two rescued by boat lacked the strength to 

get themselves home unaided and needed a day to recover. The third man, who was 

acknowledged to be much the strongest, was obliged to lie still for a half-hour until he 

regained the use of his legs and feet.
41 

 

Figure 4. The cliff at Portland Terrace, looking south. 
 

Raiders in the 14
th

 century could not have moved across the mud in any kind of 

formation, and they would have been defenceless when they reached solid land. Wearing 

armour would have only increased their troubles. Of course, most of these problems 

disappeared when the rivers were high, though a vessel anchored close inshore risked being 

stranded by the ebbing tide; for up to six hours in the northernmost parts of West Bay. Quite 

apart from other reasons to be anxious and watchful, the quirks and vagaries of Southampton 

waters will have troubled the men of Winchelsea as they approached their goal. 

Another natural feature limiting the areas of potential conflict is an escarpment that 

runs a little way back from the western shore (figures 8 & 11). Of little importance at first, it 
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quickly increases in size to the north so that in the St Michael’s area it is around 3m tall; and 

further north it becomes a serious obstacle, easily defended (figure 4). 

 

The Land Defences 

Having corrected the date and time of the French Raid and disposed of the myth that the 

townspeople ran away without a fight, we now look at the defences, beginning with the 

landside, supposedly much more strongly defended than on the waterside. In a short essay, 

only a few pieces of the archaeological evidence can be looked at, so, just this once, let us 

take it as read that, by the time of the French Raid, some gateways and perhaps one or two 

towers existed in some form or other on the landside
41

 and look instead at the stretches of 

wall filling the gaps. Even that is a complex matter, where much has to be skated over. 

Despite several historians’ attempts to apply fragments of the evidence to large and entire 

units, the growth and development of the defences appear to have been every bit as localised 

as the archaeology implies; and also may have been influenced by whatever authority 

controlled the adjacent land, whether the town itself or one of the religious houses. 

The improvement of the defences in the south-east corner of the town demonstrates 

this. In a sequence of events that has no close parallel elsewhere, we find the God’s House 

accounts making reference first in 1322 to an intrusive ditch dug recently straight through the 

hospital’s curtilages, then in both 1324 and 1326 to ‘the new wall of the town.’
42

 

Strange to say, the ‘new wall of the town’ in the 1320s is unlikely to have run on its 

present line. Payment is recorded in the God’s House accounts for 1325/6 for the making of 

an earthen wall from the pigeon house to the wall of the Friars Minor, and reference is also 

made to a wall (evidently constructed of earth, because covered with straw) on the other side 

of the pigeon house. The pigeon house was later converted into a half-drum defensive tower 

and still exists (figure 5). Therefore we know almost precisely where those earthen walls 

stood. They coincide with what is now the stone-built town wall. That is the problem; the two 

sets of walls cannot have been identical in the 1320s when the pigeon house and the walls 

either side of it were God’s House’s responsibility while, as its name suggests, the new wall 

of the town was the town’s responsibility, along with the new ditch. The walls must have 

existed separately. At the very least they must have been legally distinct. One might conceive 

of a new wall set up by God’s House as a boundary just inside the new town wall, and the 

eventual coalescence of the two features, but clearly they were still separate entities in the 

1320s. 

The new wall of the town that appears in the God’s House accounts very likely was 

one of the features that Edward II referred to in 1326, when he granted Southampton’s 

burgesses the right to levy a custom on all goods traded into and out of the town, because 

they had ‘by the king’s command started to make the quay and wall of the town, and have 

expended great charges over these, but they are not able of themselves to complete the 

work.’
43

 The location of those features is unstated, but we do not have to suppose they were 

all in the same part of the town. The burgesses would not have been building a quay on God’s 
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House property, but they certainly had just upgraded the defences in the south-east corner, 

and that will have cost them money. It is the only piece of defensive work that we can be sure 

of identifying from the first years of the 1320s. 

 

Figure 5. The town wall and half-drum tower. 

 

Platt makes the point that the works named in 1326 reflected ‘a new sense of military 

urgency’
44

 that was occasioned by the raid of 1321. More than that, we should add, the threat 

in 1321 was so immediate that it forced the digging of a new ditch straight through God’s 

House’s curtilages. The emergency was essentially nautical, the raiders arriving in ships and 

burning the town’s ships, and it is counter-intuitive to argue that it required a strengthening of 

the landside defences. However, the people of Southampton had lost control of the water, 

which meant they could have done little to prevent a landing away from the town and and the 

gathering of a force to assault from the north or east. It would have made sense to strengthen 

the defences where the greater threat was thought to lie, which always was inland (as far as 

the townspeople were concerned, if there was an exposed backside, it projected inland, not 

across the water). Nor does the damage inflicted on God’s House appear unusually extreme. 

In France, in the 1350s at least, when invading English armies were the danger, entire 

churches might be demolished, if their survival was seen as a defensive flaw, and all or some 

of their grounds appropriated into the defensive system―as happened for instance at Reims 

and Troyes.
45

 

The north-east corner provides a different sequence of events. Figure 6 is a simplified 

drawing of a section cut through the eastern town defences, a little to the south of Polymond 

Tower. It shows an earth bank, rampart 1, cut through when a stone wall was inserted, and 

overlain by more soil, which forms rampart 2. The second rampart is shown here smaller than 

it was published, in the belief (evidently not shared by Wacher, the excavator, or Platt, his 

editor) that further layers of the bank were built up in a rampart-3 phase. Happily, that 
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argument can be set to one side, for rampart 1 is the important feature here, and there is no 

dispute about the basics. It comprised redeposited natural soils, presumably the upcast of a 

ditch that was being dug alongside. That will have disappeared as a feature when later and 

much larger ditches were dug, so its dimensions and shape are matters of speculation: shown 

here is perhaps the largest it could have been, assuming that not all of the natural soil was 

heaped up to form the bank. It would have been Southampton’s only defensive ditch on the 

east side at the time of the French Raid. Despite some tortuous attempts to suggest 

otherwise,
46

 the written evidence unambiguously shows that the second ditch still did not 

exist as late as 1360, when Peverel recommended that ‘a double ditch should be made round 

the town from end to end,’ adding in a more personal letter that the people were angry at 

what he had been obliged to clear away to improve the defences, but others desired ‘another 

ditch round the town on the land side.’
47

 Supposing that the second ditch was dug after 1360 

would better fit the overall picture. Peverel and those who succeeded him as keeper of the 

town will have familiarised themselves with the layout of Calais, a town that Edward III had 

taken in 1347, and still held. It had been a tough nut to crack and its defences included double 

ditches on all three land sides. 

 

Figure 6. A section through the eastern defences (after Wacher 1975, fig 40). 

 

Trying to explain the small size of the bank (only 1.4m high), Wacher argues that we 

are seeing a feature much reduced by erosion. It is true that there would have been some 

settling of the bank after it had been heaped up, but that would have ended relatively soon, 

and there is little sign of erosion. Indeed, visible on the upper edge of rampart 1 was a thin 

turf line, which represents a deliberate preservation of its bulk: at God’s House in the 1320s 

earthen walls were covered with straw or turves, and sometimes also plastered.
48

 The 

coincidence of the upper level of rampart 1 with a step-change in the town wall suggests that 

rampart 1 was not substantially larger at the time the stones were laid―which occurred very 

soon after the French Raid, it will later be argued. 
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Rampart 1 is only loosely dated. The features sealed beneath it contain a small 

amount of 12
th

-century pottery. So we might link its origins, as Wacher does, to King John’s 

grant of £100 in 1206 ‘for the closing in of his town’ or to a series of murage grants running 

from 1260 to 1275.
49

 Rampart 2, which overlies rampart 1, probably originated as spoil from 

a scouring of the ditch that cannot be dated to earlier than the late 14
th

 century, perhaps the 

15th. Its lowest layer, ‘grey clay’ according to Wacher, looks to have been a mixture of 

rubbish and cess. Initially it would have built up elsewhere, probably in the town 

ditch―ditches being notorious for the way they attracted filth―then it would have been 

heaped onto the bank. The layer above it, a redeposited-natural soil, perhaps is evidence of a 

limited recutting of the ditch once it had been cleared. The rubbish layer contained a large 

piece of a Dutch pot that is very unlikely to have been in circulation earlier than the late 14
th

 

century (Wacher says the mid 14
th

 century, but he is being too generous; the pot could easily 

date to any part of the 15
th

 century, if not even later). The original section fudges the junction 

between the town wall and rampart 2, but there is some photographic evidence that shows a 

nicely squared-off inner-wall face against which rampart 2 butts.
50 

According to this interpretation, differing from Wacher’s in many respects, rampart 1 

was a feature of the landside defence, not only at the time of the French Raid but also for 

many decades after. In response to the raid, a stone wall was added by cutting back the bank. 

Where it rose higher, the masonry was widened to sit on the remains of the bank, faced inside 

and out and giving a false impression of its overall thickness. Rampart 2 was a later addition, 

no earlier than the late 14
th

 century. Interpreted in this way, the town’s defences at the time of 

the French Raid comprised little more than a breastwork running behind a correspondingly 

small ditch, and remained so for decades afterward. These would not have discouraged 

anyone, let alone a force of determined combatants. What is missing from the picture is the 

wooden superstructure that would have given pause for thought to quick raiders (as distinct 

from besiegers, who still would have been put to very little trouble). Wooden defences could 

be very strong, when new, as figure 9 shows, and the royal Edwards all believed in the 

protective virtues of wood, where stone was scarce. In 1338, for instance, when he was 

urging the people of London to get on with completing their defences, Edward III told them 

to build in stone or with boards.
51

 As late as 1459/60 Southampton’s burgesses were 

complaining that, because the stone walls were so inadequate, they were forever doomed to 

rely on earth and wood, making ‘scaffolds of timber for men to stand on ... which timber ... 

yearly wasteth & consumeth by force of weathering.’
52 

 

The Landing Place 

Before considering the waterside defences, or their supposed absence, we first have to 

confirm that the waterside was where the attack on Southampton began. This may seem a 

long-winded proof of what everyone already ‘knows.’ However, little can be taken for 

granted, the primary sources do not spell out where the attack began, and in fact the course 

that events took was extraordinary. Medieval illustrations of an assault launched from the sea 

usually show the attackers, having landed elsewhere, skirmishing with the defenders outside 
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the town. Throughout history, it has been known or has had to be relearned that assaulting a 

town straight from the sea tends to fail spectacularly. Except where the attacker has an 

enormous advantage, the defender possesses the resources to contain a direct amphibious 

attack and eliminate it. Landing a hostile force inside Southampton was close to madness, 

therefore. The unlikelihood of such a gamble succeeding may have stoked Edward III’s anger 

at the sacking of Southampton, and enforced his accusations of incompetence and 

cowardice―and even of collusion with the raiders.
53 

Well over a century ago, Davies was the first to draw attention to something that 

apparently reinforces Froissart’s story of the raiders breaking in on a Sunday while the people 

were at mass:
54

 less than a year after the raid, permission was given to reconcile St Michael’s 

Church because it had been polluted by homicide and the shedding of blood.
55

 The bloodshed 

probably was a direct result of the French Raid, as he suggests, but that is not quite the same 

as saying that the victims, therefore, had been celebrating mass. There are other explanations, 

explored further below, that do not depend on the raid starting that Sunday. Though several 

of Southampton’s churches suffered damage in the raid, it seems that blood was shed only in 

St Michael’s. Apparently, it was the scene of early fighting and the other churches were not. 

The game, therefore, requires plotting a route to St Michael’s Church that does not first pass 

by another church; relying on Speed’s map for its network of streets and the location of 

churches or chapels, but with the addition of several lanes that Speed does not show, one that 

did not exist by his time, one that was too narrow to notice, and two that were implied but not 

marked (see figure 7; the additions are all edged in a darker grey). Leaving aside some 

fantastic arabesques, it will be found that the only feasible routes begin with a landing on the 

stretch of shore delimited by the two arrows. It is surely no coincidence that in 1360 Henry 

Peverel, commissioned to suggest ways of remedying defects in the town’s defences, drew 

attention to precisely this part of the town and recommended that an earth bank be emplaced, 

running from Pilgrims Pit to the Bugle Street gate.
56

 (The editors understand Peverel’s 

recommended feature not as an earth bank but as a ditch, which makes little sense in this 

context. In Anglo-Norman, the language in which Peverel’s report is written, a fosse can 

mean a ditch, a rampart, an embankment, or the combination of an earthwork and ditch. He 

will have meant there to be a substantial bank defending the shore where raiders had 

previously landed). 

 

The Defensible Waterfront 

Nonetheless, the people of Southampton were not doing anything very unusual when they 

neglected to build a wall along the waterside. That was an occasional practice in English 

towns in the Middle Ages, where the adjacent river or sea functioned as an extravagant wet 

moat. It must be emphasised that this was an English town-plan: elsewhere in the British Isles 

and on the Continent, where the margins of safety had proved to be much narrower, people 

walled themselves in more thoroughly. 
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Figure 7. (based on Speed 1611). 
 

Natural factors defined Southampton’s basic layout. The south-western corner of the 

peninsula was the only place where intertidal mud and a tall escarpment did not interfere 

significantly with the shipping of goods. Its being therefore the most crowded part of the 

town (figure 7) complicated the problems any assailant would meet. We cannot see the many 

lanes and buildings opening onto quays as a strong feature of the town―there are good 

reasons for Peverel’s recommendations
57

 that many of the entry-points be blocked up and the 

building-frontages turned into dead walls―but the waterfont was never as porous as many 

historians assume. 

It has been argued that the stone-built houses of Southampton and certain other 

English towns ‘indicate a concern with security [but] were not seriously defensible in any real 
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sense.’
58

 That is true, but it does not make them any weaker than Southampton’s town wall 

on the landside, which properly equipped besieging forces would have found a pushover. 

These labyrinthine properties could have frustrated a raiding force that entered them, 

dissipating the strength of an attack, and they must have been largely out of bounds until 

resistance had been overcome. An example is illustrated as figure 8 (the original site plan has 

been amended to incorporate this writer’s observations of the site). The buildings ran from 

the quays in the west to St Michael’s Square in the east. Anyone entering the house at its 

western end would first have had to make his way across a ground floor stacked with 

merchandise, but with little idea of the layout that had yet to be faced, including, four-fifths 

of the way across, the unwelcome surprise of a 3m-high cliff, vertically walled off and topped 

by buildings except for the one access point up a cobbled ramp and a flight of stairs. In this 

case, therefore, the intruder would surely opt instead for access to the town by way of Blue 

Anchor Lane, which ran along the southern edge of the property. 

Access may have been 

barred. Platt reminds us 

about the gates at the 

bottom of Bugle and French 

Street, and mentions ‘others 

[that] protected the 

approaches from the line of 

the western shore.’
59

 That is 

to claim more than the 

sources indicate. The 

archives contain plentiful 

references to the Bugle 

Street and French Street 

gates, datable to 1330 or 

thereabouts,
60

 and the town  

Figure 8. Medieval properties on the western shore, SOU 122 (after Daniells 1973). 
 

gate that we know as Biddle’s Gate is mentioned as a landmark in a deed of 1331―‘the town 

gate by “Pilgrimmes putte,” in the way towards the castle’―but only those three.
61

 We can 

guess that the other entries along the western side of the town were barred, but at present 

there is no direct evidence. According to one chronicle, already mentioned in passing,
62

 

Southampton fell when one of its gates was stormed: the Genoese sallied forth and fought so 

fiercely against the townspeople that they stormed the town-gate (li Genevois saillirent avant 

et se combatirent tant à ceulx de la ville que par force il gaingnièrent la porte). However in 

the Latin version of the same narrative,
63

 the Genoans stormed the port or harbour (vi 

pugnandi lucrati sunt portum). So, in one text, they took a town-gate, a porte, in the other 

they took the portus. Either reading makes good sense, but only one is possible. As it makes 

slightly better sense to record that the taking of the town followed the forcing of an entry into 

it, this writer prefers the French-language version―in which case the wording of the Latin 

text would originally have been vi pugnandi lucrati sunt portam (‘they stormed the gate’), 
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and the copyist has mistaken one letter in the key word, influenced perhaps by the in portu 

Hantonie of the previous sentence.  

Elsewhere in Southampton, a gate 

meant a gatehouse, so do we assume 

that the waterside gates also were 

elaborate structures? And would they 

have been built of stone or of wood? 

Any answer will have to be 

archaeological, and in the uncertain 

future, but that does not stop the 

supposing. The gate at the end of 

French Street, which lay next to a part 

of Tenement 267
64

 was Barflete yat in 

1334, named from Richard Bareflete, 

who once had a tenement close by, and 

la fludegate in 1340, two years after the 

French Raid.
65

 Tenement 267 was 

destroyed in the raid, but we have no 

clear lead on what happened to the gate. 

If it also was burned, being a wooden 

structure, it had quickly been rebuilt. In 

Thomas de Beauchamp’s accounts of 

autumn 1339, we find such expenses as 

‘four planks for making an arch at the 

new gate against the sea,’
66

 which might 

refer to the reinstatement of a destroyed 

feature. On the other hand, if la 

fludegate survived, largely unharmed, it 

may have always been a stone 

gatehouse; and Beauchamp’s new gate  

Figure 9. How the English came and skirmished at the bulwark  

   in front of Troyes, and how they took it by force of arms 

                       (BL Royal MS 14 E IV). 
 

has to have been erected at another site. Were wooden gatehouses, located elsewhere, 

subsequently rebuilt in stone? Westgate, for example, stands at one end of a route from West 

Quay directly into the heart of the town, a route that may have been in use since the Late 

Saxon period.
67

 Though it does not appear in the records until late in the 14
th

 century, as 

Florentstoutgate,
68

 and though Faulkner finds nothing in the present structure earlier than the 

mid 14
th

 century,
69

 it would seem the obvious location of some sort of earlier wooden gate or 

barbican. 

And we must find a place for a timber barbican that the town had built ‘against the 

sea.’ Its first recorded reference, on March 20 1336, seems to suggest that it was not 
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particularly old: the inhabitants ‘have built a defence called a barbican; ... and they now 

intend to build a barbican of stone for the better defence of their town.’
70

 It is not stated 

whether it was meant to replace the earlier feature or to augment it, protecting another entry. 

At all events, it was unfinished by 1341, when Edward III renewed the grant, shortly before 

the king’s council began to suspect that the men of Southampton ‘had converted such money 

to their own use for the most part.’
71 

That is not to say that it never was built. If the work subsequently was paid for 

through the grant of murage, not barbicanage, it would be invisible in the records. This 

argument is further distorted by our uncertainty as to what the burgesses and the king thought 

they meant when they referred to a barbican. In the Middle Ages just as now, technical terms 

were loosely employed by amateurs, anyway evolved new meanings, and so might be 

variously understood. One of the following three interpretations is the most likely to be 

correct: again, archaeologists will have to discover which. 

Professionally speaking, a barbican should be a semi-circular outwork that shields an 

entrance. Figure 9 reproduces details from two 15
th

-century illustrations of Jean de Wavrin’s 

Recueil des Croniques d’Engleterre, both purporting to show the one feature. With some 

minor alterations, Wavrin is following Froissart word-for-word at this point, so figure 9 may 

be taken as illustrating Froissart also. Both chroniclers call it a demi-lune-shaped fortification 

of large timbers. Southampton’s barbican may have resembled either of the two idealised 

examples except for the cannon and cannon ports; built with stout timbers, and reinforced 

with tree trunks (as in the upper picture) or with an earth-filled revetment (as in the lower 

picture). It is taller than a quick glance might suggest: the heralds crane their necks upwards, 

the attackers deploy a scaling ladder, and a defender finds it high enough to drop rocks on the 

enemy. If Southampton’s barbican stood at the outlet of one of the lanes, it might have been 

replaced eventually by a stone gateway. 

However, though we assert that the pictures illustrate a barbican, we do not know that 

the people of Southampton would have agreed with us. The thing represented in figure 9 is 

never called a barbican by Froissart/Wavrin. It is repeatedly called a bastide in many of the 

manuscripts, a fortification. Perhaps originating as a scribal error, in other manuscripts it is 

sometimes called a bastille, meaning a fortified tower, a small fortress, or a fortified outpost. 

Bastille is the preferred term used in the manuscript illustrated here, though it is twice also 

called a bulwark―bollewerq―once in the text and once in a chapter heading. 

‘Bulwark’ is another word that skitters away from simple definitions, which luckily 

can be ignored here, except to note that it may have functioned in a similar way to a barbican, 

and sometimes perhaps was the same thing. Lydgate in his Troy Book (written 1412–20) 

provides a lengthy description of the city’s defences, including these lines: 

Barbicans and also bulwarks huge / Afore the town made for high refuge, / If need 

arose, early and also late. 

At the latest by the the end of the 15
th

 century when Caxton used the term, a barbican 

could be almost any circular defensive feature, actually or effectively free-standing. Both 
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illustrations of Troyes’ outer defence show a wooden tower at the far corner, supported with 

large timber props (the lower picture has been tightly cropped and here shows only the base 

and the buttress). What Caxton described as a barbican, professionals might also have called 

a ‘boulevard,’ a French term derived from the English ‘bulwark,’ if they were not opting 

instead to call it a ‘bastille’ (see above). Thirdly, also by the 15
th

 century at the latest, 

‘barbican’ had expanded in meaning to include the gateway that was screened. Perhaps a 

timber gateway on the waterside, misnamed a barbican, was rebuilt in stone after all. 

In brief, Southampton’s defences at the time of the French Raid will have comprised a 

variety of elements, barriers that were natural or deliberately constructed or fortuitously 

effective. Figure 10 sketches a possible layout. 

 

Figure 10. Possible layout of the defences in 1338 (base map after Mazell 1771). 
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The Town’s Defenders 

Having established that the people of Southampton did stand and fight, let us try and add 

some more detail; numbers, armaments, organisation. Platt, who accepts the notion that the 

inhabitants ran away at the first opportunity, argues that a systematised defence of the town 

by its people developed only after the French Raid when ‘there was now at least some pattern 

to determine the limits of personal responsibility.’
72

 That is unconvincing. Unless 

Southampton’s ditches, banks and gates were entirely symbolic, there had to have been 

people in place at times of trouble, for the defences were next to useless without defenders, 

and so many would have been needed that the townspeople must have had their assigned 

positions, as soon as there was somewhere to defend from. Guarding the town was a 

corporate responsibility, divided into individual obligations to pay for construction or repairs 

and also to serve, ‘every man to his ward, where his life must be pledged,’ as the matter is put 

in The Sege of Thebes.
73 

It is likely that about 100 to 150 were ready to defend the town at the time of the raid, 

the numbers been bulked out by greater numbers; scarecrows of limited worth who usually 

went unrecorded. Only once in the 14
th

 century do we catch sight of them, in 1360, after 

Henry Peverel had reviewed the townspeople in arms. There were, he reported, ‘30 well 

armed, 30 others armed, 30 archers, and others with clubs up to 200.’
74

 Those clubbers were 

not categorised as being armed, nor can they have possessed much protective gear. Peverel 

was not bothered to count them accurately, but as a professional soldier he must have seen 

that there were enough to make them a factor in the town’s defence, if only for as long as 

there was a rampart to stand on and a wall to shelter behind. All of the casualties described in 

Minot’s verses were bashed on the head, so wielding a club may have been effective enough. 

However, in Peverel’s professional estimation, the balance of forces was wrong: ‘if the town 

is to be well guarded in times of war, there should be 100 men-at-arms and 100 archers.’ As 

we are about to see, this defensive imbalance very probably existed at the time of the French 

Raid. 

The assigning of every man to his ward is not properly documented in Southampton 

until the Terrier of 1454,
75

 by which time the arrangements had been refined and put to the 

test. However, Moffett draws attention to the provisions for the keeping of the town that are 

collected in Southampton’s Oak Book and argues ingeniously that ‘the scheme changed little 

between 1300 and 1454.’
76

 We can go further: there is enough evidence to suggest that the 

numbers of people allotted to the town’s defence were directly proportional to the extent of 

its defensive features, in the early 14
th

 century as much as in the middle of the 15
th

. This was 

demonstrably the case in 1454, where it was assumed that 472 people would be found, one 

person every five yards, at each of the 472 loops on the town’s defences.
77

 That this was only 

an ideal is confirmed by a letter written soon afterward, in 1459 or 1460, where it was 

complained that in fact only two-thirds of the force were available: 

there been 462 loops [sic; an x seems to have been omitted from the total cccclxxii] ... 

to the defence of which loops there cannot be found within this said town 300 of good 
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and defensable men [people capable of defending; fencible]. More men there been in 

number which we dare not trust unto, for they been aliens and of divers nations.
78

 

Any comparison with the situation in the 

early 14
th

 century means extrapolating 

backward from the arrangements of 1339–

41, just after the French Raid. In part two 

of the essay, we shall see that, during the 

period of greatest perceived 

danger―February to August 

1339―around 150–220 men were thought 

to be an adequate defensive force, though 

perhaps only a few more than 100 were in 

fact available. Dating probably to 1341, 

when the town was again finding the 

means to defend itself, a register was 

drawn up of 87 individuals, noting their 

duties of payment and of service in the 

town.
79

 It is the duty of service that 

concerns us here. One was entirely 

excused; two were excused everything 

except payment to the defences of 

Southampton; six had no personal 

responsibility of service but had to provide 

armed men and archers (seven of those 

nine were heads of religious houses); a 

tenth had to provide an armed man; 35 had 

personal responsibility and had to provide  

                 Table 1. Individual defensive duties 

armed men or archers; and 42 had a responsibility of service only for themselves: Table 1 

shows the breakdown of the figures. Two-thirds of those provided were armed men, the rest 

were archers; a ratio that can also be found in Peverel’s review of 1352 (setting aside the 

clubbers). Including the 77 people who had a personal responsibility for service, the available 

force was 158-strong. A summary of the numbers at the bottom of the list reads ‘more than 

120 armed men,’ which must omit the archers from the total. At first glance, not 

acknowledging the contribution of the archers makes little sense, given the increasingly 

important role they were playing in English armies (and, as we shall later see, as embodied in 

the garrisons provided in 1339), but it is likely that the townspeople held an older-fashioned 

idea of combat. Figure 11, which derives from an apocalypse of about 1320–30, is a good 

illustration of that thinking. Of the eight ‘common people’ identified by their weapons, only 

two are archers, who skirmish as individuals. Three have axes and three have swords, one of 

which is a falchion. The low percentage of archers is anyway consistent with what was being 

found in reviews of arms elsewhere in the country.
80

 The scarcity of archers would have had 
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one consequence in 1338: the townsmen could not have kept an enemy at a distance, if the 

enemy was determined to close with them. 

As table 1 demonstrates, there was a fairly clear division of responsibilities: 20 of the 

archers (74%) were to be supplied by six heads of religious houses and 42 of the armed men 

(78%) were to be supplied by 29 burgesses. Platt gives some examples of what a few of the 

grander individuals owed,
81

 and will not be repeated here. We just have to note that, where he 

mentions Nicholas Sampson’s duty to provide an archer, he is referring to young Sampson. 

Old Sampson (mayor in 1338) also appears on the register, in fourth place among the 

burgesses, and he had to provide 60 shillings, to serve in defence, and to provide an armed 

man. 

 

Figure 11. How the common people will arise against one another and kill their fellows for what they have 

(Holkham Bible, detail). 
 

Only seven of the archers were to be provided by the townsmen, for where was the 

place of archery in urban daily life? There were fewer opportunities to employ a bow in the 

commons and fields outside the town than there were around a village. It has been suggested 

that even the peasantry was unlikely to be practised in the use of the bow at this time,
82

 but 

archers must still have been easier to find on the estates of the religious houses that appear on 

this list―Netley Abbey, God’s House and Barton Priory (Isle of Wight) for three examples. 

Overall, the roster of Southampton’s defenders in 1341 is comparable in numbers to 

the professional garrisons of 1339, intended or actual. There are also clear similarities with 

the set-up detailed in the 1454 Terrier, though the information appears in a different 

arrangement; by burghal-property-owner in the earlier list (ranked in order of status and size 

of contribution); and by property-and-occupier in the later list (noted in topographic order). 
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Burgess draws attention to cases where two or more loops were assigned to the one 

occupant,
83

 and Moffett concludes that 

those individuals listed who have multiple loops assigned to them must have had 

other men, perhaps their servants or tenants, employed in this responsibility as they 

could not effectively defend these alone.
84 

That surely was the type of arrangement behind the earlier list. Most of the 81 men provided 

by 44 burgesses will have been junior members of the family and servants, and tenants 

perhaps. However, there is one outstanding difference. Ideal and actual numbers of defenders 

in the town were half as many in 1339–41 as they were in 1454–60, despite the fact that 

Southampton’s population was considerably larger in 1339–41, just before the arrival of the 

Black Death. Platt estimates the pre-plague numbers at around 2,500–2,800 and perhaps 700 

or 800 fewer in the mid 15
th

 century.
85

 The simplest explanation must be that the number of 

defenders was calculated according to the number of places to be manned, not the number of 

people available to man them; and, around the time of the French Raid, Southampton was 

shielded by roughly half as much defensive wall-and-tower as it later was. 

In 1338, taking guard at their appointed positions and preparing to rebuff the enemy, 

Southampton’s defenders will have expected to protect themselves and save their town until 

help arrived. Those tactics might lose them ships, as in 1321 (a flotilla of galleys hovering 

offshore was a clear threat of that), but running away could not have seemed an 

improvement. However, they were about to discover that modern warfare was far more 

savage than anything they had experienced or anticipated. In the final version of his 

Chroniques, which represents his most considered narrative, if not necessarily his most 

accurate, Froissart tells how news of the sack of Southampton spread throughout the land. 

‘Thus the English had it borne home (sentirent bien) that the war between France and 

England had properly begun,’ are his final, laconic words.
86

 Who taught that lesson? 

The French 

A French chronicle describes the Norman, Picard and Breton sailors who kept the seas with 

the Genoese soldiers as those ‘who caused much damage to the kingdom of England.’
87

 The 

Normans were foremost in the attack on Southampton. A zealous hatred of the English 

motivated them
88

 and, more importantly, they understood the local seas. They were sailing 

the Channel as fishermen, as carriers and occasionally as pirates (distinctions that made little 

sense in the 14
th

 century). Among them will have been sailors who had made commercial 

trips to Southampton, knew the place and had sought out its darker corners. And like 

Chaucer’s shipman they paid no heed to foolish conscience: Harfleur was long known as a 

base of the most formidable pirates.
89

 Those Normans who in 1335 intercepted la Litle 

Lecheuard in the mouth of the Seine, killed the master and many of the crew, and stole the 

cargo of wool that belonged to three Southampton merchants
90

 were just the sort of people 

needed for the 1338 raid. Leure, its trading rival, was quickly becoming the main base of 

French naval forces in the Channel.
91 
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An invasion of England looked increasingly likely after 1336, when Philip VI moved 

his Mediterranean fleet into the Channel. His uncle, Philip IV, had underwritten the 

construction of a specialised shipyard and naval base, late in the 13
th

 century, at Rouen. 

Modelled on the great naval centres of the Mediterranean, this clos des galées was principally 

a workshop, arsenal and provisions warehouse for both the land and the naval forces. Several 

types of ship were also built and maintained there. By 1336, there were 20 galleys and five 

smaller galliots in the king’s service, all of which might have safely overwintered in the 

galley-houses of the clos (there were around 30). 

Every type of ship had its peculiarities. ‘Each night the galleys make for the land, 

whereas the sailing ships keep to the main,’ says a 15
th

-century biographer.
92

 However, this 

apparent handicap fitted the galleys well for transporting large numbers of combatants over 

fairly short distances like the English Channel―200 men in a galley and 100 in a galliot.
93

 

We are warned not to overestimate the ambition of the French kings or the striking power of 

their ships: 

Indeed it would be wrong to interpret the creation and maintenance of the clos des 

galées as the desire to have a fleet always ready to set to sea. In the first place, the 

ships at the clos des galées were never more than a flotilla, at best. Secondly, in the 

absence of ship-builds [constructions] or even repairs carried out during peacetime or 

during a simple truce, these ships were unseaworthy without advance warning, 

especially since they had no permanent crews.
94 

Yet the conclusion is still that, though we may be tempted to belittle this shipyard, ‘we need 

to remember that these boats and galleys of under 100 tons ... made England tremble for all of 

a century.’
95

 Relative to the opposition they faced from the English ships, those specialist 

weapons were a powerful threat. And Edward III knew it. In 1336 and 1337, he was already 

attempting to concert action against the fleets based in Normandy.
96 

Figure 12 marks those ports stretching along the Channel coast that contemporary 

records indicate were being used as galley bases. A chronicler details the army that raided 

Southampton, saying that it comprised those from Leure and from Dieppe.
97

 Similarly, in his 

final version of the Chroniques, Froissart writes that the naval forces were stationed at 

Harfleur and Dieppe, ready for action;
98

 all places in Haute Normandie. That concentration 

was especially ominous. Peaceably trading or aggressively raiding, throughout the Middle 

Ages a ‘natural’ destination of ships sailing from there was the English coast around the 

Solent (returning the compliment, of course, Henry V embarked his army at the Solent ports 

before crossing to besiege Harfleur in 1415). 

 

The Genoese 

The naval forces that Philip commanded in this sector of the English Channel were about to 

be massively strengthened as a result of an agreement that was made with Ottone Doria of 

Genoa on October 25 1337. An earlier attempt to hire Genoese and Sicilian galleys had been 
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frustrated through Edward’s counter-diplomacy and his readiness to pay compensation of 

8,000 marks of silver.
99

 This time Philip succeeded: Doria undertook to serve with 20 galleys 

against Edward and Edward’s allies for at least three months, longer if the king wished.
100

 In 

the event, one galley was wrecked en route. 

 

Figure 12. French bases and raids. 
 

Envoys to Monaco secured another 20 galleys, but there would be two desertions 

before that squadron arrived.
101

 The leader of the Monegasques was Carlo Grimaldi, called 

‘messire Charles’ in the wage accounts and accompanied by his personal chaplain.
102

 The 

agreement must have been similar to that made with Doria, but no detail now survives. The 

fact that there would be 20 armed galleys from Monaco was added as a rider to Doria’s 

agreement. There was no reason for doing so, except to remind the Genoese and Monegasque 

forces that they were on the same side. For decades, their families had struggled for power in 

Genoa, At this point the balance had tilted momentarily in favour of the Ghibellines, who 

were now in control―Doria and his captains were some of those blessed by fortune―and 

their opponents, the Guelphs, were exiles. Grimaldi, for instance, had now installed himself 

as ruler at Monaco, which theoretically was a Genoese possession.
103

 

One of the 20 principals named in Doria’s agreement is Lanfranquin Grimaldi. That is 

a surprise, for he was the son of Carlo, the Monegasque commander. He may have been 

included in Doria’s squadron as a pledge of good behaviour. Whatever the reason for 

Lanfranquin’s appearance there, it seems that money had persuaded all sides to find a 
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workable arrangement. Ottone Doria had carried out violent attacks (oppressiones fecerat) on 

Mediterranean seaports of the kingdom of France, presumably in his pursuit of Guelphs, but 

now he was working for Philip.
104

 Meanwhile, Edward III was himself employing one 

Giovanni Doria (Johannes de Aurea), who in 1338 was captain of one of two galleys sent to 

Scotland with men-at-arms and all the necessities of war.
105 

 

Figure 13. The profession of arms at sea and on land. 
 

For the sum of 900 gold florins per galley per month, and with a few extra expenses 

also being met by the French treasury, Doria would provide 20 galleys, each with 210 men, 

each of whom was to have armour for the head, neck, and torso, and 25 of whom would be 

crossbowmen. Each galley was to be furnished with 6,000 crossbow bolts, 300 lances, 500 

dars, pavises, long lances, and whatever else befitted a well armed galley in time of war. 

Some of these words must be glossed. Pavises, as already stated, were the large shields that 

protected crossbowmen: see figure 13 (top right, foreground) for two examples, one held on 

the ground, one strapped to the back. Dars were darts of a size and weight to cause serious 

injury: three soldiers shown on top of the wooden tower at Troyes (figure 9, top) are holding 
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flighted spears, or very large arrows, that must have been made for throwing. No historian 

ever offers a translation of lances, apart from ‘lances,’ which is unhelpful. We ought to think 

of them as spears, evidently shorter than the lances longues, or pikes. Illustrations of around 

this period often show short spears being used wherever a soldier mans a high place, 

sometimes where others are throwing large stones or similar missiles. In figure 13 (top right), 

one of the soldiers on the gatehouse is about to throw a piece of masonry and next to him a 

soldier is stabbing downwards with a short spear. We should see them also as projectiles: 

putting 300 aboard each ship can only mean that allowance was being made for a high rate of 

loss. In a battle between soldiers on several galleys, shown in figure 13 (bottom), one of the 

topcastles is occupied by an archer, one by a man hurling stones, and three by men grasping a 

short spear in the one hand and aiming to throw it. Lances longues, however, were held on to 

and did not have to be provided in their hundreds: they were pikes, eight to ten feet long; 2.4–

3.0m.
106

 At about this time―it has been suggested―the deployment of groups of pikemen 

was emerging as a battlefield tactic,
107

 but we should probably interpret these as individual 

weapons, handy where adversaries were still separated by a short distance. Pikes are two or 

three of the ten weapons shown in use during the fight aboard two hulks, for instance (figure 

13, top left). 

Mastery of their weapons, especially the crossbow, was one of the reasons why the 

Genoese were so highly esteemed in war. Ramón Muntaner, a Catalan knight who fought 

against them earlier in the 14
th

 century, records that 

the Genoese were well provided with sharp arrows and would shoot off many. They 

have a fashion of shooting ceaselessly and they shoot more quarrels in one battle than 

Catalans would shoot in ten.
108 

He records also their constant pressure of numbers. When fighting ashore, the Genoese would 

deliver half the ship’s complement. The other half formed a reserve that would be used to 

replace casualties or substitute for those who withdrew themselves for a time from battle. 

Another reason was the high calibre of the leaders and their closeness as a group. The 

Dorias would command nine of the galleys, the Spinolas four, the Squarciaficos two;
109

 

which is to say that thirteen of the twenty galleys were commanded by two of Genoa’s 

principal Ghibelline families and two more by a rising Ghibelline family. The accounts of 

wages paid in 1339
110

 add a Casan Spinola to the list of galley-captains, and a ‘Jehan 

Spinole’ appears as treasurer for his group. Another Doria (Raffaele) was admiral to the king 

of Sicily,
111

 where the family Squarciafico was also strong. Baker’s description of the death 

in Southampton of a son of the king of Sicily, leading a band of raiders,
112

 perhaps is a dim 

reflection of those arrangements. 

When Edward learned about the agreement, he did what he could to nullify it. On 

January 8 1338, he requested the commonalty of Genoa to halt the sailing of certain galleys 

that had been equipped for his enemies.
113

 As late as September 24, he was still attempting to 

‘hire ...as many armed galleys as shall be expedient, to engage mariners and sailors for his 

service, to detach them from the service of his enemies.’
114

 However, money that he sent ‘for 
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obtaining galleys at Monaco, in the district of Genoa’ was intercepted and sequestered on the 

orders of the king of Sicily (at Philip’s prompting, one supposes) and a year later Edward was 

still trying to get it released.
115

 Though he failed to repeat his success of two years earlier, the 

departure of the Genoese ships was delayed until late in the season and they did not arrive in 

the Channel before late August or early September 1338, which perhaps indicates that 

Edward managed to buy some time. Their tardiness certainly unsettled Philip: he wrote at 

least one letter to Doria to that effect, and despatched his admiral, Hue Quiéret, to intercept 

the Genoese galleys.
116

 Almost as soon as they arrived, Southampton would be raided. 

 

Gun Mad 

Before we look at the several stages of the raid, we have to devote a few paragraphs to 

dealing with a new myth that is proving to be remarkably popular. In a letter dated July 2 

1338, Guillaume de Moulin, stationed at Leure, acknowledged the arrival of a small cannon 

called a pot-de-fer for throwing arrows or darts (garros), sent from Rouen, along with 48 

arrows or darts and the two rarer ingredients of gunpowder; a pound of saltpetre and half a 

pound of sulphur. The third ingredient, charcoal, presumably was sourced locally. Though it 

would be discovered eventually that the best mixture for military gunpowder is 75% saltpetre, 

10% sulphur, and 15% charcoal, we can assume that in 1338 the entire consignment of 

saltpetre and sulphur was meant to be used in the one mix. With the addition of about as 

much charcoal as sulphur, the resulting two pounds of gunpowder would have exploded after 

a slow burn: 

The powder charge for this dread engine of war was about seven tenths of an ounce of 

the ill-proportioned powder of the day [which is 2lb divided by 48]. When all was 

prepared and fire was applied, the bolt of destruction no doubt emerged, but certainly 

with extreme reluctance.
117 

Lacabane, who first drew attention to Moulin’s letter, made a number of important 

points. He demonstrated that gunpowder-weapon technology was available at such an early 

time to the French. He speculated, reasonably enough, that the pot-de-fer was to be carried on 

a ship and then had been employed in the raid on Southampton, but he declined to guess how 

it was used, pointing out that nothing is written on the subject by the chroniclers.
118

 Their 

silence was a warning, for if nobody thought this new weapon worth a mention, perhaps that 

was because it was never used at Southampton. The surviving records of the clos des galées 

contain no hint of any gun being shipped for use on the raid. Nor does any other medieval 

document. In Lacabane’s defence, those points would have been more obvious later in the 

century, when considerably more documents had been edited and printed (Dana, for instance, 

avoids any reference to Southampton or a shipboard gun), but more recent historians cannot 

make that excuse. 

Concentrating only on the later English-language texts that derive from 

Lacabane―sometimes very tenuously―we find that Oman was remarkably slapdash: 
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the French fleet which raided Southampton in June [sic] 1338 was furnished by the 

royal treasurers with the modest provision of one pot de fer, three [sic] pounds of 

gunpowder, and forty-eight large bolts ... . Clearly this ‘pot’ can only have been 

intended for use on special occasions―e.g. for the breaking in of a castle gate―since 

forty-eight bolts would be used up in a few hours.
119 

Oman’s massive authority as an historian of warfare clearly influenced Ruddock, who pushed 

the ideas one or two stages further. We learn from her that the Genoese (sic) 

had with them a novel engine of war, a pot de fer, with gunpowder and forty-eight 

iron bolts, presumably to be used for breaking in the gates of the town. Panic seized 

the townsmen and they fled into the surrounding countryside, leaving the town 

undefended.
120 

There the matter largely remained for decades until DeVries wrote several articles that 

all began with the early history of European guns, of which the French Raid was seen as a 

fine exemplar. From the supposition that ‘the artillery piece ... was transported to the site of 

the battle [at Southampton] by ship and there was unloaded to be used on the land’
121

 to the 

observation that first French guns were almost always used singly, ‘for instance at the attack 

of Southampton in 1338’
122

 to the suggestion that, at Southampton and elsewhere, ‘it may 

have been their sound that was more impressive than their effectiveness as weapons,’
123

 his 

interpretations of the function and deployment of the early guns are very persuasive, except 

that the French Raid is wholly irrelevant to the argument. The same criticism may be made of 

Bradbury, who writes of ‘early references to the French use of pots de fer  as, for example, 

against Southampton in 1338.’
124 

Wild enthusiasm was next to be published as hard fact. Kelly writes: 

A French raiding party sacked and burned Southampton ...  in 1338, bringing with 

them a ribaudekin [sic] and forty-eight bolts. Since their supplies included only three 

pounds of powder, they must have been more interested in showing off their new 

armament than in doing any serious damage.
125 

Ponting writes that ‘the French employed them [sic] during a raid on Southampton in 

1338.’
126

 The guns are unspecified, but he probably meant pots-de-fer, which he had just 

been describing. The same story of several guns is told by Livingstone and Witzel ‘ship-

mounted weapons called pots de fer, which apparently fired iron lances or spears [sic], were 

used on at least one occasion during French raids on the south coast of England’ 

(Southampton must be where they mean).
127

 Then Osborne writes: 

The French who raided Southampton in 1338 mounted guns on their ships, a startling 

innovation. They used a pot de fer, which fired a bundle [sic] of 48 arrow-shaped 

bolts using a charge of only 3lb (1.8kg) of powder, and this had come as a shock to 

the citizens of Southampton.
128 

Most recently, Eddison tells us that simply the prospect of gunfire was sufficient to unnerve 

and scatter the defenders of Southampton: 
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a fleet of some fifty French, Scottish [sic] and Genoese galleys was seen advancing up 

Southampton Water. They had with them an experimental military ‘machine,’ a pot 

au feu [sic] equipped with gunpowder and forty-eight iron bolts, which was almost 

certainly more frightening than dangerous. Whatever effect this invention may have 

had, however, when the leaders in Southampton saw what was coming, they panicked, 

abandoned the town defences, turned tail and fled with all their men.
129 

The sudden proliferation―five times in the last ten years―of essentially the one 

fiction, variously spun, coincides with the rise of the Web, where such versions of the tale are 

freely cut-and-pasted. Of the most recent authors, only Eddison references her sources (or 

some of them, at least), which is a serious problem if only because there should be no 

confusion between a ribaudekin, by which Kelly means a gun with multiple barrels, and a 

pot-de-fer, which resembles its name, a high-necked iron pot turned on its side. Not that there 

is reason to suppose that a gun of any sort was taken on the raid, nor is there any value in 

guessing at its purpose or psychological effect. 

Warnings 

On September 6, as the Genoese forces were arriving on station at last, Edward warned that 

‘foreign enemies are at sea with a strong force of men in large ships and galleys, ready to 

land in England and do their worst;’ and each county was ordered to maintain a force of men-

at-arms, armed men, and archers, ready to beat them back.
130

 Southampton was threatened 

most grievously by the disruption of its sea-trade, not by invasion. In that respect, by far the 

greatest prize was the Isle of Wight, possession of which might also have been the first stage 

in a second Norman Conquest. Its protection was ever a worry, even 250 years later, when 

the descent of the Spanish Armada was anticipated: 

There is no doubt to be made, but landing in the Isle of Wight―which with an army 

of 8,000 men, divided into four parts, he may easily do, the force of the Island being 

unable to resist them with that force―in very short time they may so fortify 

themselves and possess those parts and places that lie convenient for passing over our 

supplies, and are by nature more than three parts fortified, that he may keep in safe 

place his galleys to make daily invasions into the firm lands, where they shall 

perceive the standing of the wind will impeach Her Majesty’s ships to come to their 

rescue.
131 

Edward I had based his defence of coastal Hampshire around a strongly garrisoned island, 

with secondary points on the mainland side of the Solent,
132

 an arrangement that influenced 

his grandson’s thinking. Before taking his army to Flanders, Edward III had sent an unusually 

long letter setting out what was needed to bolster the island’s defences.
133

 Two years earlier, 

in 1336, acting as allies of the Scots, the French had mounted an expedition against the Isle of 

Wight which ended with their galleys attacking some of the king’s ships at anchor there. 

They killed many of the sailors, threw the others overboard, and sailed the ships with their 

cargoes back to Normandy.
134

 Such disturbing news perhaps contained one piece of cheer for 
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the people of Southampton: like the raid they had endured in 1321, it again showed that 

defended towns defied amphibious assault. 

The Isle of Wight and Portsmouth were Southampton’s buffer zone, but Portsmouth 

was pillaged and burned in March 1338 and would not be worth a visit for a while. The 

destruction was extensive. On December 8 1338 Edward granted four places ‘which have 

been burnt by the enemy’ a respite of the wool they owed; namely Portsmouth, Portsea, 

Froddington and Eastney.
135

 The raid features in two chronicles, both of which state that, on 

the eve of the Annunciation of the Virgin (March 24), strong forces came over in galleys 

from France to Portsmouth, set fire to the town and returned with their spoil to their ships. 

Despite some differences in their choice of detail―in the Anonimalle Chronicle, the raiders 

do their work unhindered (saunz male ou molest) and in the Historia Aurea, later copied by 

Walsingham in his History, everything is burned except the parish church and hospital―they 

seem to derive from a unique source where the raid on Southampton does not subsequently 

appear in the text.
136

 Perhaps a similar dislocation appears in Lescot’s chronicle, which dates 

the burning of Portsmouth to 1337 and the burning of Southampton to 1338.
137

 

Otherwise, the goings-on at Portsmouth scarcely trouble the chroniclers. Most ignore 

them and there is the briefest of mentions in the French Chronicle of London.
138

 Curiously, 

the Anonimalle version is replaced in the Lanercost Chronicle with the statement that, a little 

before the feast of St Mary Magdalene (a very different Mary whose feast day is July 22), the 

king and queen left from Portsmouth to cross to Flanders.
139

 In fact, Edward sailed from 

Orwell, in Suffolk, but it seems that that story made better sense to this chronicler than the 

notion that Portsmouth had been razed. Portsmouth, as a much-used place of embarkation for 

expeditions to Aquitaine, merited attacking, but we cannot rate it at this time as much more 

than an easy target, adjacent to the Channel, isolated from land-based support, and almost 

without formal defences. It was unlikely to embarrass Nicolas Béhuchet on his first active 

command―he was a king’s treasurer who had just been made Captain of the Sea-Army. 

Béhuchet completed his work by crossing back and launching an attack on the 

Channel Islands, which, as figure 12 shows, were almost constantly threatened around this 

time; by full-scale invasion, complete with sieges, down to brief raids, and always by piracy 

at sea. Six months later, when the French made a far more ambitious and risky attack on 

Southampton―which caught the attention of many more chroniclers―the annihilation of 

Portsmouth must have seemed an object lesson in what to expect if a town’s inhabitants 

failed to defend their own. 

 

The Extent of the Attack 

Hughes begins his essay on the French raids of the period with a few sentences from 

Brereton’s translation of Froissart describing how 1,000 combatants descended on 

Southampton.
140

 But no copy of Froissart gives that number. Nearly all of the manuscripts 

include no estimate of size. Some read 
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Then they set out with their army, which comprised some 20,000 combatants of all 

types of men (bien vint mille [or bien XX mille] combatans de toutes manieres de 

gens), and they sailed to England; and, one Sunday morning, they came to 

Southampton harbour;
141 

and two other variants refer to a band of corsairs (escumeurs) of some 20,000 or 30,000.
142

 In 

his final version of the Chroniques, Froissart settles on some 20,000.
143

 Brereton, who has 

drastically toned down the original, without ever saying so, must have supposed that 20,000 

or more was a ridiculously exaggerated number. So it is, but the French had stationed 

extensive forces in the Channel by the end of September 1338 (roughly 55 galleys with 

11,000 men; bien X mille combatans perhaps). Murimuth and Baker appear to have assumed 

that almost the entire force was loosed on Southampton: they write of 50 galleys, full of 

armed men.
144

 However,that would have meant the Genoese and Monegasque squadrons 

working closely together, which cannot have been advisable. According to tradition (which 

may be recent; it has not proved possible to trace it back farther than 50 years), the two were 

kept apart and assigned bases separated by most of the English Channel; Grimaldi’s squadron 

around Calais and Doria’s around Leure.
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 Besides, the French had no reason to commit so 

many to a raid. As we have seen, the population of Southampton numbered something over 

2,500 and those bearing arms cannot have been much more than around 150. A greater force 

of enemy soldiers was carried in two galleys. Fifty galleys would just have got in each other’s 

way. 

We know that there were at least three galleys present because Hue Quiéret made a 

point of mentioning two of them and he must have been on the third. He had encouraged the 

different crews under his command by offering a prize to whichever was the first into 

Southampton, which probably means that there were more competitors than just the two he 

mentions. Two 14
th

-century chronicles that favour the French (using the one source) both 

state that the town was attacked by four galleys, which is a small number but not impossibly 

so.
146

 In July 1339, when he assumed military command at Southampton, Thomas de 

Beauchamp complained that the town could have been forced anywhere by 200 men-at-

arms,
147

 the numbers that would have been released initially from two Genoese galleys. In 

1339, when the Normans returned to Southampton for a second bite, there were said to have 

been 4,000 men in twelve galleys and eight spynachiis.
148

 Though they retreated without 

landing when they saw that they were opposed, they must have been reasonably confident 

when they first set sail that the job could be done with a force that size. (A Latin spinachium 

translates as an Old French spinace or pinasse, a term that might indicate one of several types 

of ship. In this case perhaps it was a large ship’s boat equipped with mast and oars. If so, the 

numbers carried by the entire flotilla cannot have far exceeded 2,500.) We might take those 

as the limits of the force that attacked Southampton in 1338; no fewer than four galleys and 

no more than a dozen, along with some other, small craft. 

The Anonimalle and Lanercost chronicles (written in York and Carlisle, largely using 

the one source) include descriptions of attacks by the French as allies of the Scots on the 

Channel Islands and the English south coast. They describe a cross-Channel attack, carried 

out in 1335, not in 1338, by an impossibly enormous armada, out of which eight ships put in 
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an appearance at Southampton; and only two of which landed men.
149

 That part is roughly 

plausible: allowance has to be made for galleys detailed to other duties, including keeping the 

lines of retreat clear. A force heading up Southampton Water risked being trapped, especially 

when the harbours of the Isle of Wight could shelter an enemy fleet. The biographer of Pero 

Niňo tells us that when his galleys appeared before Bordeaux, no attempt was made to pursue 

the enemy’s ships farther up the Garonne 

for the banks approached each other, and arrows and darts reached the galleys from 

both shores. Furthermore, the ships could have taken the galleys from behind, coming 

up with the wind and tide, so that the galleys could not do all that they might have 

wished.
150 

Another detail suggests that they were recounting a basically correct story. They tell us that 

the raiders burned two villes near the river, as well as Southampton. Though ville or villa has 

usually been translated in this essay as ‘town,’ wherever the context supports that 

interpretation, in fact the word was applied to many vills or units of occupation, and in this 

case (for once) the term is downgraded in one version to duas villas innotas, two tiny or 

lowly vills.
151

 We know that St Denys’ Priory, next to the Itchen, suffered at their hands (see 

figure 14). Beside considerable damage to its properties in the town, the priory suffered some 

burning of its church;
152

 and the loss of important documents was often blamed on that 

event.
153

 The year after the raid, a substantial garrison was stationed there,
154

 surely to 

prevent another raid, or to intercept and impede hostile movements further upstream, or both. 

Other candidates for raiding might include the village of Millbrook, to be reached on the 

same tide: in 1339 it was expected to provide a small ship for the protection of the port.
155 

The two chronicles find a quantum of support in one version of Froissart, where the 

raiders are said to have burned some small settlements close to Southampton (aucuns 

hammiaux dallès Hantonne). Alas, the text that contains this unique detail, the Amiens 

Manuscript, is highly problematic. There is some dispute over whether it was written by 

Froissart, or concocted by the scribes, disagreement also about when in the evolution of the 

Chroniques it was written. This particular section of the manuscript starts with an impossible 

30,000 attackers and ends by dating the raid to roughly a month before it happened, environ 

le Nostre-Dame en septembre, around September 8, the feast of the Birth of the Virgin 

Mary.
156

 There are parallels with the Anonimalle and Lancercost chronicles, both in the types 

of error and in the possibly correct detail, though clearly they originate in different 

sources―and to that limited extent the Amiens Manuscript supports the two chronicles. 

The Attack Develops 

The French Raid was the subject of a report in the ‘Weatherwatch’ section of The 

Guardian
157

 that remains in the paper’s internet archive, and is hopelessly wrong. So far it 

has not been repeated by anyone else so this is a chance to neuter it before it goes feral and 

breeds (as the pot-de-fer story has succeeded in doing). The raid on Southampton did not 

begin when an ‘overwhelming force entered the town under the cover of a sea fog.’ That is 
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muddling events with the raid carried out on Boulogne by the men of the Cinque Ports, in 

1340, ‘under the cover of a heavy mist.’
158 

 

Figure 14. Water, mud, dry land and the French (based on the 1907 OS map). 
 

Unbefogged, the force sailing up the Solent and along Southampton Water would 

have been under observation for around two hours. Churches probably rang their bells, there 

probably were beacons lit on some hilltops―in March 1338, and again in August,
159

 Edward 

had repeated his order of 1337 that signal beacons were to be readied on hilltops―and by one 

means or another the county and Southampton would have been alerted. Edward, even at his 

most deeply suspicious, accepted that warnings had been given. 

To begin with, doubtless, there had been confusion. The warnings may have been 

difficult to interpret―six weeks after the raid, Edward was ordering that one bell only might 

be rung on church business,
160

 so that the full peal would therefore be a clear warning of 

danger―and the officials will have had to spend time seeking confirmation before they 

ordered anyone to go anywhere. They will have had to anticipate where the raiders meant to 

begin the attack, out of the many places in the vicinity that were threatened by galleys taking 

advantage of the tide. That will have caused delay and a dissipation of strength. A defect in 

their intelligence gathering is pointed up, perhaps, by the decision taken early in 1339 to 

station two spinaces at the port, for its protection.
161

 As we have just seen, several different 

types of ship might have been these spinaces. Here they probably were sailing craft equipped 
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with oars, considerably smaller than a galley, intended to give advance warning of an 

approaching enemy flotilla, not principally to engage it in battle.  

Of the 150-or-so defenders that had allotted positions, perhaps 40 were distributed 

between various strongpoints on the side of the town where the raiders came ashore. Was 

there a schwerpunkt through which the raiders concentrated overwhelming force? In support 

of his argument that parts of the riverside defences were later than the French Raid, 

Englefield wrote, two centuries ago: 

This conjecture receives considerable strength from the appellation of ‘the Gravel,’ 

mentioned before [p 58] to have been given to the lower end of Bugle-street, and 

which can scarcely be referred to any other origin but this part of the town having 

been long open to the sea and free from buildings. ... At this part I conceive the 

invaders to have attacked and entered the town.
162 

Davies accepted Englefield’s conclusions,
163

 and they were not seriously questioned until 

about 40 years ago when an alternative was suggested that is now the standard version of the 

story: the raiders landed at West Quay, ran along to Blue Anchor Lane, then up the lane and 

into St Michael’s Church, etcetera. Both landings might easily have happened, and within 

minutes of each other, and it is ridiculous to argue in favour of one place at the expense of the 

other. Nevertheless, there is some value in looking slightly longer at the attractions of a 

landing at the south end of the town. As we shall see, the pattern of destruction wrought by 

the invaders is consistent with a managed retreat southwards and an embarkation there; so a 

disembarkation there seems equally feasible. In the 1330s, a quay extended along the shore 

from south of Bugle Street to south of French Street
164

 and would have provided another 

landing place. If it did not incorporate the Gravel at that time, it would have sat next to it. 

The shoreline around the bottom of Bugle Street, with its extremely narrow strip of 

intertidal mud (figures 6 & 14), allowed ships to remain afloat and close inshore for nearly all 

of the day and night. Bugle and French Street offered immediate access into the town; and 

there was a third way in, which Speed does not show―Cuckoo Lane (figure 15, top). Note 

should be taken of the square tower, also called the corner tower, which Speed depicts as a 

gatehouse across the southern end of Cuckoo Lane. It does not give access to the waterside 

but limits the way in to the land at the back of Bull Hall (marked N by Speed). Though this 

arrangement may postdate the French Raid, it does raise questions about the status and 

function of the area. Speed shows a similar feature limiting access to the God’s House 

property. 

The space between Cuckoo Lane and Bugle Street, particularly its southern half, 

ought to provide us with a great deal of circumstantial evidence about the raid. Unfortunately, 

everything we know about the space at that time concerns the northern half. Excavations at 5 

Cuckoo Lane, a short distance below Westgate Street, uncovered evidence of at least two 

buildings dating to the late-13
th

 and early-14
th

 centuries, with evidence of destruction that 

may have been due to the French Raid. At some time before 1500, they were overlain by a 

thick garden soil. What we are seeing, perhaps, is a change of function occurring in the later-
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14
th

 century, either directly as a result of the raid or indirectly as a result of the erection of the 

town wall.
165

 Much the same outcome seems to have occurred across much of the area 

between Cuckoo Lane and Bugle Street. Nearly all of the southern half consisted of gardens 

by 1454;
166

 and Speed maps open ground in 1611. But though the outcome was similar in 

both halves, was there also a change in the 14
th

 century from buildings to gardens, or was the 

southern half always a stretch of open ground? We learn nothing from the records and there is 

no archaeological evidence, but at least we know that the ground was very low-lying, may 

have been subject to occasional floods, and may not have been a preferred place to build. It 

remained as gardens until late in the 19
th

 century. Though this was mostly to the credit of 

successive property-owners, the fact is that, while Southampton was fast accumulating a 

dense mass of new buildings, this corner of the town remained open (figure 15, bottom). If it 

had been open in 1338, it would have provided a place to organise the ranks, establish a 

pavisade, and advance into the town. The escarpment was too low at its this point to have 

disrupted manoeuvres. 

Let us suppose (in the absence of 

any material evidence) that a 

hundred or more Frenchmen 

landed at the Gravel and found a 

way into the town; for which 

exploit they were awarded the 

prize of 100 livres. The first entry 

one comes to is Cuckoo Lane, 

which appears to offer a direct 

and flattish entry, but is really 

something of a diversion (figure 

16:1). Otherwise, the more 

difficult ascent of Bugle Street 

might have been attempted. Let 

us suppose that the swashbucklers 

outran their support, got into a 

serious fight, and were hard-

pressed until the timely arrival of 

the Genoese, who had first 

‘stormed the gate.’ A shower of 

crossbow bolts might have been 

enough to save the day. Then the 

Admiral’s men landed and the 

surviving defenders were pushed 

back to St Michael’s Square and 

then the castle. 

  Figure 15. The south-west corner (top after Speed 1611, bottom  

                                    after RE 1846). 
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If the people in St Michael’s Church were not a congregation, inhumanely 

slaughtered, as Froissart-dependent historians contend, or simply an overspill from the 

fighting outside, as this writer supposes, they may have been burgesses sheltering in the 

church, waiting for the opportunity to ransom themselves and their houses, in time-honoured 

fashion, but discovering too late that the rules had changed. The Genoese had no interest in 

taking prisoners. There was no profit in it for them; Doria’s agreement stipulated that the 

French king was to take them all. The killing of people who expected to negotiate a deal may 

also partly explain why many of the burgesses were still around to be caught and hanged in 

their own homes.
167 

Taking prisoners is mentioned in only one document, the final version of Froissart’s 

Chroniques. With wind and tide in their favour the corsairs arrived one Sunday when 

everyone was at mass, he tells us. And so complete was the surprise that the townspeople had 

no time to attend to the defence of their town and their harbour. And men, women and 

children fled for their lives, whoever could flee; and the corsairs killed and captured many 

people there. Taken back to Normandy as loot were cloth, wool and captives.
168

 In his last 

attempt at writing the history of great happenings, about 1400, Froissart works hard to enrich 

the narrative, but he is only reimagining the story in plausible ways, like Hilary Mantel. The 

extra details are the sorts of thing that might have happened; but they cannot have been facts 

remembered 60 years after the event. 

 

Consolidation 

Whether or not most of Southampton’s defenders still were vainly keeping station on the 

landside, the eruption of an enemy force into the town must have spread panic. The locals 

were no match for the tough and well-armed combatants and their ‘base flight,’ as Edward 

called it, made a great deal of sense in the circumstances. They disappeared into the 

approaching night. 

From this point onwards, the mess that the raiders created leaves its mark, patterns of 

activity that might be disentangled. The black areas in figure 16:2 represent those parts where 

it is very likely (at least) that buildings suffered extensive burning. Easily the most numerous 

of those shown are the God’s House properties already identified as ‘destroyed or probably 

destroyed in 1338’.
169

 In the few instances where an archaeological excavation has been 

carried out at one of those properties, the reasoning has been shown to be correct, or at least 

not shown to be wrong. (God’s House properties not destroyed in the raid are shown in dark 

grey.) Also included on the map are the churches of All Saints, Holy Rood and St Michael, 

which were acknowledged to have been burned,
170

 though we never learn how extensive the 

damage was. Four archaeological sites are included. Each contained extremely good evidence 

of destruction about the time of the French Raid (other sites with less clear evidence, such as 

5 Cuckoo Lane, are omitted). They comprise a site at West Street, where the house had burnt 

extensively;
171

 the properties at the corner of High Street and Broad Lane, where large 

amounts of debris had been shovelled into pits;
172

 SOU 124, on the north side of Simnel 
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Street, where the debris still lay thickly over the ruins (unpublished); and a property on 

French Street, close to Brewhouse Lane, which had been very thoroughly burnt.
173

 Of these, 

the West Street and French Street sites complement the God’s House records. Finally, a 

number of properties have been included that neither are mentioned in surviving documents 

nor have been investigated archaeologically: these are mostly places whose neighbours on 

both sides were burned or probably burned in the raid. The only questionable inclusion in that 

respect is St John’s Church, sitting alongside a single property destroyed in the raid. It is not 

included in the list of burnt churches, which is not a fatal objection as St John’s usually 

manages to avoid mention in documents, but it is admittedly much more of a guess than the 

other sites. 

 

Figure 16. Possible entry routes for the raiders; properties destroyed (base map after Blake 1981). 
 

The map may underrepresent the damage. In his final version of the Chroniques, 

Froissart says that the raiders set fires in the town in more than 60 places, presumably 

meaning buildings rather than zones.
174

 Such a number is plausible, for we are missing 

information about the fate of St Denys’s properties in the town. At some point before March 

22 1339, which was when their grievances were partly addressed,
175

 the prior and canons of 

St Denys complained that they were unable to meet the financial obligations imposed on 
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them as a result of the war because ‘their rents and tenements in the town of Southampton, 

which gives them the larger part of their sustenance, have been burnt and destroyed by 

enemies.’
176

 More detailed documentary evidence, in the form of comparable rentals before 

and after the raid, is completely missing―at least some of it may have been destroyed as a 

consequence of the attack on the priory itself―so we cannot directly ascertain how much 

damage was caused.
177

 However, the priory’s houses were distributed around Southampton 

much as those of God’s House were (by and large the two holdings were intermingled in the 

hard-hit south-west corner of the town, and sat opposite each other in the northern half of the 

High Street) and a similar pattern of destruction or survival could be expected. 

 

Figure 17. Later developments. 
 

Baker mentions certain parts of the town (particularem ville) that were burned. 

Murimuth tells us that the attackers set fires in Southampton in five separate places before 

they withdrew. He probably meant zones or streets, and we might see this on figure 16:2. The 

upper part of the High Street, Simnel Street and French Street make three. A fourth would be 

the suburb of Above Bar (off the map, to the north) where several buildings owned by God’s 

House were destroyed presumably along with unrecorded others.
178

 A fifth, one hesitantly 

suggests, was East Street beyond the walls (also off the map). There is no documentary 
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evidence here, except for four God’s House properties that were unscathed, and most of the 

suburb remains unexplored, so we cannot tell if any fires were started. However, at least two 

tenements in Newtown were destroyed
179

 and East Street would have been on the way there. 

Kaye
180

 was troubled by this inability to lay waste other areas―‘Why they failed to 

deal with the prosperous, heavily built-up English Street [High Street] is not clear’―but that 

is to assume that the burning had no purpose apart from satisfying mankind’s delight in 

flame. On the contrary, it was being used as a weapon and embodies different stages in the 

raiders’ tactics. 

When Pero Niňo raided St Ives with five ships, each section was given its own task 

after the town fell: 

The captain commanded that the standards and the men-at-arms should remain in 

good array outside the town, so that they should not be surprised if the English came 

up in greater force, and that the oarsmen and crossbowmen should enter the city to 

sack it, the ones fighting, the others plundering.
181 

We may imagine a similar arrangement at Southampton, except that St Ives was a smaller 

target that could be filletted in three hours and Southampton’s raiders were detained for 

longer. Working the night-shift perhaps explains the scattering of fires along the High Street 

(figure 17:3), the light helping them to stay watchful (Murimuth says that throughout the 

night they chased and killed anyone who had stayed in the town, and bonfires would have 

been a big help on this nearly moonless night). None of our sources tells us about the night’s 

fires, but why should they include such a mundane detail? Mention is made only of a final act 

of destruction before the raiders left. Baker, especially, describes a desperate measure that 

allowed the last-remaining Genoese to flee to the galleys (residui Ianuensium, post 

particularem ville combustionem, ad galeas ... fugierunt). Certainly there was deliberate 

burning that aided a tactical retreat, but some of the destruction is most easily interpreted as 

meeting the problems that arose during the long night.  

Beside individual sites along the High Street, what are we to make of the extensive 

zone of destruction north of St Michael’s Church, along Simnel Street and New Corner, and 

around into the High Street? Burning on such a scale looks as if the castle was being 

cordoned off, and the intervening no-man’s-land brightly illuminated. That would indicate 

that the castle was perceived as a special concern, at least as a way of infiltrating defenders 

into the town; none of which is the customary interpretation of its role during the French 

Raid, when the castle was decayed and ‘certainly no deterrent to an attacker.’
182

 

Southampton Castle 

In one respect, the position may have been even worse. If we make allowance for the original 

bulk of layers before they subsided and compacted, the rubbish tipped into the castle ditch in 

the early–mid 14
th

 century (figure 18) may have caused it to dwindle almost to nothing 

(admittedly, we cannot say whether this mostly happened before the French Raid or after it). 
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But in other respects, the castle was perhaps in better shape, for we have no documentary or 

excavated evidence of the raiders destroying any part of it. 

If the allegiance of the men of 

Southampton were suspect, as 

was alleged at the time of the 

1321 raid, might the castle have 

been retained as some sort of 

royal presence in the town? In the 

following reign, trusted and 

capable people were appointed 

castle-warden, a pattern that 

makes best sense if the castle 

retained some of its power. Soon 

after the coup of 1330 that ended 

his minority, the newly 

empowered teenager, Edward III, 

granted the keepership of 

Christchurch and Southampton 

castles, and of the manors of 

Lyndhurst and Ringwood, to  

   Figure 18. The castle ditch and motte (ditch after Oxley 1986; 

  Lansdowne’s Gothick castle looking SE, after Young 1805, and  

         fading down the later castle); and a suggested profile. 

 

Thomas West.
183

 West was one of the small group directly involved in the coup, not as a 

plotter but as a household knight, probably in the retinue of Edward’s close companion, 

William Montagu.
184

 When Edward further granted those two castles and two manors to his 

queen, Philippa, during her lifetime, West received the assurance that he would continue to 

have their keeping should she die before he did.
185

 She having demised these properties to 

West, it was then noted that, out of their rent of £150, she had ‘at the king’s request ... 

released to the said Thomas £20.’
186

 This is not to claim that West ever put himself to much 

trouble over Southampton castle―for one thing he spent a lot of time campaigning in 

Scotland, the Low Countries, and eventually Britanny, where he died in 1343, still castle-

warden―but as a professional he knew how to maintain a defence cheaply; and surely it is 

telling that he lost none of his keepings in the fallout from the French Raid. On his death, ‘the 

lands late of Thomas West’ that were to be taken back into the king’s hands required work 

being done by the escheators of Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire, Warwickshire and 

Leicestershire, Hampshire, Wiltshire, Somerset and Dorset, and Devon.
187 

Repairing the castle walls, when the need was pressing, may have been a lot easier 

than is usually supposed, for the enceinte at that time was mostly an affair of earth and wood; 

the same as the town walls, but on a larger scale, with a bank 15m wide at its base and at least 

4m high.
188

 Whatever the state of the palisade, the earth mound, at least, would have 
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remained largely intact through periods of neglect. The castle motte was another survivor, 

described by Speed in 1611 as ‘a hill so topped that it cannot be ascended but by stairs;’
189

 

and it continued to be a substantial feature for two centuries after Speed, though nothing was 

done to preserve it (figure 18, 2: William Cooper’s painting of the scene, 1805, shows the 

same mass as in the engraving but with some slight differences in form). At the time of the 

raid, it probably was topped by a shell-keep.
190

 The reconstructed profile in figure 18, which 

is modelled after the motte and 14
th

-century shell keep that survive at Totnes, gives a fair idea 

of the size of the challenge. 

That is the main counter to arguments about the weakness of the castle. The raid was 

only a brief incursion and ‘the French did not hang around,’ lez Fraunces ... ne firent pas 

grant demore.
191

 Night was now quickly approaching and the raiders would be leaving early 

the next morning. No adequate assessment of the castle’s strengths can have been made. Was 

it not simpler just place it in quarantine? 

Nor was there any pressing need to despoil the castle, there being more than enough 

loot in the town. Edward had 194 tuns of red wine in Southampton when the the raiders 

struck; more than 40,000 imperial gallons. None of it was in the castle: 152 tuns were aboard 

the Nicholas, about to be carried overseas to the king, and the remainder was ‘in divers 

houses of the town.’ All but two tuns had been taken by the raiders;
192

 which testifies to a 

thorough pillaging of at least the mercantile district. More grievously still, Edward had lost 

nearly all of the wool stored at Southampton and awaiting shipment; something over 270 

sarplars and 136 sacks, which were pledged as security for his debts.
193

 Converting these 

units into an absolute quantity is really just a matter of opinion, but at that time it amounted 

perhaps to 180,000lb of wool, of which 150,000lb was lost. Except for the equivalent of one 

sack, which opportunist locals had taken, all of the lost wool had been ‘burned and carried 

away by the alien enemies’. We know that the Genoese combatants put themselves to some 

trouble over the wool, for in 1339, when they were strongly minded to quit the French king’s 

service at the end of the season, Béhuchet noted that they meant to empty all their galleys, 

load them with wool, worth some 100,000 livres to the English king, and sail home.
194

 We 

may suppose therefore that, by the end of the raid, they had loaded as much as possible onto 

the available shipping―which would include whatever ships they had captured in West 

Bay―but the remainder became fuel to the destructive fires. The pattern of final burning 

(figure 17:4) would be partly explained if the wool was being stored nearby, in the properties 

at the lower end of Bugle and French Street. Nothing suggests that it was being stored at the 

castle. 

 

The Raid Ends 

No-one mentions the natural timetable that governed events. As we saw earlier, the raiders 

had to leave that morning on the ebb tide. If they waited one more day until the next 

favourable tide in daylight, they risked being trapped and annihilated. 
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Edward first alleged that the raiders had left freely, suffering no interference from ‘the 

men of those parts.’
195

 According to one chronicle, the counter-attack came too late. News of 

the raid had reached Winchester, Salisbury, Guildford and as far as London. Then 

all manner of people bestirred themselves and rode as quickly as they could to 

Hampshire and to the town; but they found that the French had retreated, having 

burned the town and laid it to ruin (s’esmurent touttes manières de gens et vinrent à 

cheval au plus hastivement qu’il peurent en la conté de Hantonne et en le ville; mès il 

trouvèrent que li Franchois estoient retret, qui le ville avoient arse et reubée). 

That is taken from Froissart’s Amiens manuscript, a rogue document, as we have already 

seen. The difficulty here is that the narrative, for all that it may be basically correct, is 

deceptive. It deals with the broader picture, the movement down to the coastal areas of 

Hampshire of people living well inland and outside the county; and as such, it surely relates 

more to official orders for the redeployment of county levies than it does to the initial 

response of the arrayers and keepers of the maritime land. A considerable amount of official 

frustration and disappointment underpins this selection of the facts. 

The archaeological evidence offers a different picture. The pattern of burning that is 

shown in French and Bugle Street, at their junctions with east–west lanes (figure 17: 4), 

strongly implies a staged retirement to the ships. In preparation, extra fuel would have been 

heaped up in the target houses, using what was readily available nearby; such things as doors, 

shutters and furniture from other houses, hay and straw from their stables, and sacks of grain 

from their storerooms. So deliberate a retirement would have been necessary only if a 

counter-force had arrived, in some numbers. That is roughly the story told by most of the 

chroniclers. According to two accounts that favour the French, when the raiders saw that the 

Englishmen were moving against them, they set fire to the town, retired to their ships, and 

sailed off.
196

 Among the English chroniclers, Murimuth says that the raiders set fire to the 

town the next day and retired to the galleys on perceiving that the county forces had gathered 

(percipientes quod se patria congregavit). Knighton lists the many terrible things done by the 

raiders, including burning the town, but when the people of the county rushed there (sed 

accurrentibus compatriotis), they got back on their ships and made for the high seas.
197 

The translations offered in the previous paragraph deliberately downgrade the 

chroniclers’ patria to county, but probably still overstate the size of the catchment area. 

Whoever filled the ranks of the counter-force, the arrayers or the keepers of the maritime land 

had only the hours of the night to assemble them and march them to Southampton. Those 

‘certain men of the town and the parts adjacent’ who were alleged to have stolen the cargo 

and goods of a Catalan ship, ‘after the withdrawal of the foreign enemies’
198

 were perhaps 

members of the force that had appeared outside the town that Tuesday morning. Arriving any 

later than that, they would have found fewer chances to exploit the confusion. They are not 

named, but the six men who between them took away the equivalent of a sack of wool ‘after 

the said burning’
199

 are named. They also came from nearby: William Sparewe and Robert 

Elys both lived in the Newtown suburb of Southampton; William de Damble came from 

Nursling; John atte Strode was the hayward at Bishopstoke; and ‘Alexander’ was sometime 
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the hayward of Hugh de Camoys, perhaps at Longstock, north of Stockbridge.
200

 The only 

person who usually lived more than twenty miles away was Elias Farman of 

Hungerford―presumably the place near Newbury in Wiltshire―and his presence in the 

district might be explained if he had been seeing to the shipping of his county’s wool. 

For Murimuth and Knighton, as for the pro-French chroniclers, it was simply the 

presence of the counter-force that induced a retirement, but Baker describes an actual struggle 

between the two sides and the death of 300 ‘pirates.’ Just possibly, and far from definitely, a 

similar fight is described by the poet, Minot (see above). Stow’s reworking of Baker’s text is 

forever quoted, to the point of tedium, so only the original will be given here: 

numero trecentorum piratarum, cum eorum duce filio regis Cisilie iuvene milite, 

fuerunt interfecti. Predicto militi dedit Francorum tirannus quicquid potuit de regno 

Anglie nancissci, set ipse, a quodam rustico terre prostratus, clamans: ‘Rancoun,’ 

occubuit fustibus mactatus ab eodem rustico reclamante: ‘Scio quod tu es Francoun’; 

non enim intellexit nec eius idioma nec erat doctus captos generosos redempcioni 

conservare. 

If the English had been following closely on the heels of the raiders, that would have resulted 

in clashes, but never on a scale of mortality that every other chronicler ignores. 

And so the raid ended with a bang or a whimper, depending on who was writing the 

chronicle. How the mess was sorted out will be the subject of the second part of this essay. 
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Richard Preston 

Clement Hoare and the Shirley Vineyard, 1838-44 

Clement Hoare was a viticulturist, social reformer and visionary. He was baptized at 

Sidlesham – a parish in Sussex halfway between Chichester and Selsey – on 4 October 1789, 

the second son of Joseph and Elizabeth (nee Stedman) who had married at Sidlesham on 11 

September 1787. He may have been named after his maternal grandfather, Clement Stedman. 

Joseph and Elizabeth had four other sons, all baptized at Sidlesham: Joseph (baptized 7 

October 1787), William (5 January 1794), James (18 September 1796) and George (26 

August 1798). Joseph pere was a blacksmith, a calling followed by his eldest and youngest 

sons: Joseph who remained in Sidlesham all his life and George who was to move along the 

coast to Bosham. Joseph senior was dead by 1805. His widow lived in Sidlesham until her 

death in September 1838.  Clement was apprenticed on 17 July 1805 to John Taylor, a loriner 

(maker of small iron ware, particularly bits for horse’s bridles and spurs) of London. 

Presumably unsuited to the work, he later became a country schoolmaster, running a boys’ 

day school in Sidlesham. He was remembered as “a ‘fellow of infinite jest’, an agreeable, 

jovial, and well-informed man” (recollections of Charles Roach Smith, apprenticed to 

Chichester chemist John Follett between 1822 and 1827: Gentleman’s Magazine, April 

1866). Clement was an active supporter of the Chichester Mechanics’ Institution from its 

founding in 1829, lecturing to the parent body on Geography (August 1829) and the Equation 

of Time (“a subject which although difficult and abstruse, he rendered clear and intelligible 

by the mode in which he treated it”: Hampshire Telegraph, 14 March 1836) and on 

Astronomy (March 1837) and the cultivation of the vine (October 1835) to branch institutions 

at Selsey and Bognor. He published, as a single folio, An account of all the solar eclipses that 

will be visible in England until the year 1999, etc [1825?] and in 1829 the more substantial 

Orthographical exercises, with a brief introduction to the study of grammar etc. An aim of 

the latter was to simplify the complexities of grammar as it was taught.  

Although perhaps a polymath by instinct, it is for his dedicated, almost compulsive work on 

the culture of the vine that Clement Hoare is best remembered. The open air cultivation of the 

vine was a neglected branch of horticulture in the early nineteenth century. Hoare believed 

that with proper management it could be reinstated to what it had been – in his historical 

interpretation – in Roman and medieval times: a staple crop of the southern counties. 

Between 1825 and 1830 he conducted a systematic series of scientific experiments on vines 

of various ages to ascertain a system of pruning that would guarantee the optimum yield of 

grapes. The mathematical precision required clearly fits in with his interest in solar eclipses 

and the nature of time. The problem was overcropping. The answer was what he called ‘long 

or renewed pruning’, cutting out nine-tenths of the current year’s shoots and all those of the 

preceding years so that the vines mature just as many grapes as they can possibly ripen and 

no more. This was a revolutionary approach to plant physiology and horticultural practice, 

“so different from what is required for other fruit trees that few persons have the courage to 

attempt it” (quoted in John Claudius Loudon, The suburban horticulturist, 1842). The results, 

including tables of scales, were published in June 1835 as A practical treatise on the 
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cultivation of the grape vine upon open walls. For the best results, its principles were to be 

followed without the slightest deviation.  

The southern downs around Chichester were ideal locations to test the new practices. Hoare 

was one of the founders of the Chichester Society for encouraging the growth of out-door 

grapes, aliter the Society for Cultivating the Vine in the Open Air. Annual grape shows – in 

the Anchor (1833, 1838), the Dolphin (1835, 1836) and the Swan (1837) – reinforced a 

commonalty of interest, excited competition between growers, helped to disseminate best 

practice (prize winners were under an obligation to answer any questions put to them) and 

above all promoted the views of its inspiring genius. An influential and energetic coterie of 

society members grew around Hoare. William Charles Newland, mayor of Chichester in 1824 

and 1841, a city magistrate from 1836, pro-Reform Whig, political ally of the locally 

dominant Lennox family and chairman of the West Sussex Agricultural Society, was one of 

the society’s co-founders. His latent interest in wine growing, developed during travels in 

Spain, France and Portugal, had been released by hearing one of Hoare’s lectures. It was 

Newland who encouraged Hoare to publish the Treatise, “decidedly [according to Hoare] 

against his own wish” (Hampshire Advertiser, 5 November 1836). William Mason and his 

son William Hayley Mason, booksellers and printers, were part publishers (with Longmans) 

of the Treatise. Two other active members, Henry Watson and John Elliott, we shall meet 

later. The society attracted more than a local clientele.  Visitors from Portsmouth, Havant, 

Southampton, Cheltenham and London were noted in 1837 and 1838. The meetings were 

reported in the metropolitan press and in the monthly Gardener’s Magazine published by 

John Claudius Loudon, whose views on cottage gardens heavily resonated with those of his 

spiritual protégé.  Hoare’s personal influence grew correspondingly. In November 1837 he 

claimed to have inspected “not less than 2000 vines” on the south coast between Brighton 

and Southampton (Hampshire Advertiser, 25 November 1837). A year later he claimed to 

have visited “more than one thousand grape vines lately” within a forty-mile radius of 

Chichester in Sussex and Hampshire.  The Treatise, outrageously puffed by Loudon, was a 

bestseller. The first edition had sold out within a year. By November 1836 Hoare was 

drowned by “numerous applications which he could not supply” and 300 copies of a second 

edition were already engaged by Longmans, now sole publisher (Hampshire Advertiser, 5 

November 1836). The second edition was published in February 1837, followed by a third in 

July 1841 and a fourth in 1845. The first American edition was published in Boston in 1837. 

An underlying theme of Clement Hoare’s work was that the vine is the poor man’s fruit, its 

cultivation a potential salve to the apparently unyielding poverty of the vast mass of the 

agricultural poor. He saw the ubiquitous rural cottage as a source of economic strength, 

arguing that every moderately-sized dwelling house, having a garden and a little walling 

attached to it, could with ease be made to produce annually a quarter of a ton of grapes, with 

sufficient space remaining for the production of other fruit. The crop could be worth half the 

amount of the cottage’s rental. Rural poverty was confronted daily by Hoare as a village 

schoolmaster and he had long addressed its cure. In 1818 he founded the Sidlesham Benefit 

Society, destined to become one of the largest friendly societies in the district. In 1837 it had 

a membership of 103, of whom 80 were agricultural labourers. Its annual meeting that year 
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attracted a reporter from the Hampshire Advertiser (13 May 1837). The following month 

Hoare gave evidence before the Select Committee on the Poor Law Amendment Act on the 

operation of the new act in the Westhampnett Union (which included Sidlesham). Questioned 

at length by Lord John Russell and Sir James Graham, he navigated a narrow line between 

support for the principles of the 1834 act and condemnation of its practical effects. On the 

one hand the act was a force for moral good and sobriety. He particularly welcomed the 

subsequent closure of one of the beer shops in Sidlesham. On the other hand he saw the 

abolition of out-door relief as a major cause of the growing indebtedness of the rural poor. A 

penny clothing society, with Hoare as secretary, was established in Sidlesham in 1836 to 

address the needs of this new underclass. 

 

Section of the OS 1:2500 sheet 65:2, 1883 (surveyed 1866-7) showing the area north of Winchester Road in 

Shirley 

Shirley Vineyard was the physical expression of Clement Hoare’s philosophy. It was an 

answer to those sceptics – and there were many – who doubted that vines could be grown on 

a commercial scale in England and who believed that his method of pruning was 

incompatible with established horticultural practice. The vineyard was also to be a centre of 

research, refining and extending his hitherto necessarily small-scale experiments in Sussex. 

The location on Shirley Common was in itself provocative, a confirmation of his assertion in 

the opening pages of the Treatise that “there are many thousands of acres of poor land, that 

are of little value in an agricultural point of view, but on which vines would flourish and 

produce abundant crops of grapes and yield a most profitable return”. The Shirley adventure 
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was announced by a bald statement in the Hampshire Independent, 20 October 1838 that 

Hoare has taken twenty acres of land on Shirley Common to form an extensive vineyard.  

The site was the north-western slope of a gravel bank above the Hollybrook, land which until 

now had supported “little else but heath, dwarf furze, and brambles” (John Claudius Loudon, 

Gardener’s  Magazine, November 1843, p 600). Its transformation into a terraced vineyard, 

with low brick walls rising one above the other, took over a year. Peat, sand and gravel were 

taken from what used to be the Upper Pond on Shirley Common (Hampshire Advertiser, 30 

November 1839) and a reference in the same newspaper, 31 July 1841 suggests that Hoare 

had his own brickyard in Shirley. The initial preparation was by unemployed labourers: a 

form of work creation in times of severe economic distress. A dinner for friends, builders, 

tradesmen and workmen held at the Yeoman in East Street, Southampton on 15 November 

1839 was addressed by Richard Andrews. Not yet a town councillor, he was nevertheless one 

of the leading businessmen in the town and a political bedfellow of Clement Hoare (both 

were liberals). He looked forward to a time in the near future when Shirley Common would, 

“instead of being barren, become fruitful, and be as much a source of attraction to the 

inhabitants of Southampton, as their railroad and other public works”. Clement Hoare struck 

a more defensive note, pointing to “a succession of adverse seasons” since beginning the 

work and the prejudice which in the present age invariably obstructs all “projects for the 

useful application of scientific discoveries”. 

The architect for the works was John Elliott. He was an architect, surveyor and civil engineer 

in Chichester. His previous commissions included Chichester Corn Exchange (1832), the 

rebuilt church of St Thomas à Becket, Pagham (1836), greatly enlarged workhouses at 

Westhampnett, Thakeham and Pulborough (1835) and the east wing of Goodwood House for 

the 5
th

 Duke of Richmond (1838-9). He was a past curator of the Chichester Mechanics’ 

Institution, secretary of the Chichester Philosophical and Literary Society and a former 

member of the Chichester Grape Society. At the society’s 1838 general meeting he had 

advocated a direct rail link between Chichester and London so that grapes, “soon from their 

extensive cultivation here to be an article of commerce”, could be speedily transported to the 

metropolis (Hampshire Advertiser, 17 November 1838). He was a strong believer in better 

housing for the rural poor. He was also architect for Hoare’s new house above the vineyard. 

Identified as Vine Hill House in the 1841 census and as Vine House in the 1843 Post Office 

directory of Southampton and neighbourhood, it was more commonly known as the Vinery.  

Designed in the classical style, it comprised three sitting rooms, four principal bedrooms and 

three large attics. A conservatory wrapped around the southern and western elevations. A 

photograph, dated c.1925, is reproduced in A G K Leonard, More stories of Southampton 

streets, 1989, page 109. Further material on John Elliott – including his bankruptcy in 

October 1843 following his losses as builder of Christ Church, Worthing and his later work in 

Southampton – can be seen online on the forthcoming A-Z of Southampton’s History.  

The first vine was planted on 25 April 1840 (Hampshire Independent, 2 May 1840). The 

1841 census sees Clement Hoare at home with Elizabeth Hoare (c.30 years old and so far 

unidentified) and his 18-year old nephew Charles Hoare as “assistant”. The son of Joseph 

Hoare (a fellow vine enthusiast), Charles was later to return to Sidlesham as a gardener and 
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nurseryman. His younger brother Clement Hoare (baptized 10 February 1818) succeeded 

Clement senior as head of the day school in Sidlesham. Sales catalogues of the Vinery 

suggest an enviable lifestyle, with “lofty four-post bedsteads, furnitures and bedding, 

mahogany wing wardrobe, chests of drawers, dressing and wash commodes, with marble 

tops, toilet glasses, handsome Brussels carpets, solid rosewood couches, chairs, loo, card and 

occasional stand and quarto tables, chimney glass in ornamental frame, large size globes; 

suites of Damask window curtains and fittings, and general assortment of useful furniture” 

(Hampshire Advertiser, 10 February 1844). To this can be added the cultural refinement of a 

6-octave cabinet piano-forte and 50 volumes of “valuable books” (Hampshire Independent, 

23 March 1844).  Publicity was an essential part of Clement’s programme. He gave a series 

of three lectures on the cultivation of the vine to Winchester Mechanics’ Institution in 

March/April 1840, with the rallying cry that “no spot in England possessed higher local 

advantages, both as regards its latitude and the nature of its soil” (Hampshire Independent, 28 

March 1840). This was followed by two lectures to Southampton Mechanics’ Institution in 

December 1841, the latter to “a very crowded and respectable audience” (Hampshire 

Independent, 11 December 1841). John Claudius Loudon visited Shirley vineyard in late 

autumn 1843 (‘Hints for the improvement of the town of Southampton, with a short notice of 

the vineyard at Shirley’ in Gardener’s Magazine, November 1843). He was in Southampton 

to promote designs for a new general cemetery. It was a bad experience. The plans were 

poorly received and ultimately rejected. He was confined as an invalid for most of his month-

long stay in miserable lodgings in Bernard Street. The trip to Shirley was one of his few 

explorations beyond the High Street and the shoreline. The vineyard – “a very interesting 

place” - was an oasis of hope in a desert of despair and disillusion. “The principle of the 

concentration of the sap is carried by Mr Hoare to an extreme degree; and it will not be 

surprising to us if he effects a great revolution in grape-growing, both in the open air and 

under glass” (ibid, pp 599-600). He found that White Muscadine and Black Hamburgh were 

the two principal types of grape grown. Loudon’s ill-humour probably accounts for his 

skewed aside on the architecture of Southampton that “with the exception of the buildings at 

the railway station [by William Tite], and the villa of Mr Hoare at Shirley, we really cannot 

refer to one as a specimen of good taste” (ibid, p 595).       

This was a valedictory accolade. The dismemberment of the vineyard began in February 1844 

with the first of a series of enforced sales under execution of the Sheriff of Hampshire.  It was 

an untimely end for the auspices had initially been positive. The vineyard followed the 

essential criteria laid down in the Treatise. It faced south-east, was on dry, porous soil and 

was sheltered from the biting winds by a pine wood planted on the opposite bank. It was at 

the centre of a fast-growing semi-urban population, the new belt of conifers praised, in 

patrician style, by Loudon as “shutting out the rising village” of Shirley. The original purpose 

was to showcase the Sidlesham experiments, to show “by example the capabilities of the 

grape vine on open walls, when cultivated in conformity to the principles laid down in his 

Treatise” (preface to the third edition, dated Shirley Vineyard 1 July 1841). A nursery was 

established for the propagation of those varieties best adapted for the open wall and for glass. 

It was hoped that this would be a much-needed source of revenue. “Strong healthy vine plants 

of vigorous growth, warranted true of their respective sorts,” ready for delivery “from 2s 6d 
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to 10s each, according to their age” were advertised in the Hampshire Advertiser, 16 July 

1842. A catalogue of 2 September 1844 listed 48 varieties, four times the number advertised 

from his Sidlesham nurseries in July 1836. However, a continuing programme of 

experimentation sapped whatever financial resources Hoare possessed.  At Sidlesham he had 

concentrated on the relatively straight-forward cultivation of vines on open walls. At Shirley 

he diversified into the more expensive, and socially more exclusive, cultivation of vines 

under glass. The 1842 nursery advertisement, as we have seen, refers to both types of 

cultivation. Loudon observed “glazed pits, and larger glazed structures” in the vineyard 

(Gardener’s Magazine, November 1843) and glass lights and pits were amongst the assets 

auctioned in November 1844. More problematic were experiments in progress when Loudon 

visited the nursery to grow vines in a mass of dry materials to the exclusion of soil. This 

entailed construction of rows of round hollow brick columns around which the vines could be 

trained. It was a bold, long-term experiment involving sizable set-up costs, but with 

potentially large rewards: “he flatters himself that this will ultimately be one of the greatest 

improvements ever yet introduced into the horticultural practice of this country” (Gardener’s 

Magazine, November 1843, p 600).  Hoare was bankrupt before the results of the trials could 

be made public.  A descriptive account of an improved method of planting and managing the 

roots of grape vines was published by Longmans in July 1844, five months after the first 

enforced sale of his assets.  Publication was financed by Hoare himself (Oxford dictionary of 

national biography), indicative perhaps of a lack of faith on the part of Longmans.  Its 

appearance “at once met the condemnation it merited” (Cottage Gardener, 2, 1849, quoted in 

ODNB). 

Clement Hoare left Shirley in April 1845. His vineyard was already but a memory. “All the 

notoriously valuable Vine Plants” had been sold under an execution of the Sheriff of 

Hampshire at auction on 4 and 5 December 1844, together with the “excellent household 

furniture, house fixtures, Glazed Sliding Slashes, Pony, Bay Horse, powerful Cart Horse, 

four-wheel chaise, light and rave carts, bricks, brick-making implements, sand, gravel, etc”  

(Hampshire Independent, 30 November 1844). This was a stay of execution following 

postponement of the original auction scheduled for 28 March and advertised in the 

Hampshire Advertiser, 10 February 1844. The Vinery itself, late in the occupation of Clement 

Hoare, was put up for sale in early 1845, together with its walled and kitchen gardens, 

excellent pasture land, stables, etc. Its location was its selling point: “well calculated for a 

respectable family desirous of establishing themselves in an agreeable and highly healthy 

neighbourhood; indeed, few situations in the county of Hants, so abounding with beautiful 

scenery, can compete with it, either for an invalid requiring a dry and invigorating 

atmosphere free from a too piercing cold, or for one who delights in beautiful prospects” 

(Hampshire Advertiser, 18 January 1845). The Vinery was on the market again in December 

1852. Its grounds were now a mixed allotment, supporting five cows, two sows and a boar, a 

pony and Cochin China fowls and planted with potatoes, mangel wurzels, swedes and 

cabbages (Hampshire Independent, 18 and 25 December 1852).  

Clement Hoare died on 18 August 1849 at Ponsonby Terrace, Vauxhall, aged 60 years: 

“heart-subdued he was sunk before his time to the grave” (Cottage Gardener, ibid).  It is 
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possible that he had moved to London to be near two of his relatives:  his brother James , a 

tailor in Manchester Square (just north of Oxford Street), and his sister-in-law Susan, widow 

of William who had been a tailor and draper in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. Clement had 

been one of two trustees of William’s will, dated 7 June 1838 and proved in the Prerogative 

Court of Canterbury. The co-trustees were charged with carrying on the drapery business “for 

the sole benefit and advantage” of the widow. Clement Hoare was buried in St Paul’s 

churchyard, Covent Garden.  

Interest in Shirley vineyard was briefly resurrected in the mid/late 1860s. The historical status 

of the English vineyard was then a matter of lively debate. Those who argued for the vitality 

of English viticulture in medieval times were led by Charles Roach Smith, a controversial but 

influential archaeologist (see entry in Oxford dictionary of national biography) who in 1861 

had established a small vineyard in Kent to prove that vines could flourish in the English 

climate. The untimely failure of perhaps the only significant nineteenth-century English 

vineyard was a serious obstacle to those on Roach Smith’s side of the argument. In an 

attempt to prove the viability of Hoare’s experiments, Roach Smith visited the largely-hidden 

remains of Shirley vineyard in the autumn of 1865. He was accompanied by J Adkins Barton 

of Park Lodge, Bedford Place. Conversations with those who had known Hoare reassured 

Roach Smith that the reasons for the failure were specific and not endemic. He concluded that 

Hoare had “invested a large sum of money (chiefly borrowed) in buying land, in building, 

and in other expensive speculations; and before the Vineyard could make him any adequate 

returns he was ‘sold up’” (Collectanea Antiqua, volume 6, 1868). Roach Smith interpreted 

this as a vindication of his argument, although in contravention of the current historical 

orthodoxy. “Mr Hoare failed, but his vineyard did not fail” (Gentleman’s Magazine, April 

1866). 

It would be misleading to end on an insular note. The South Australian wine-growing 

industry owed much to the promotional work of Henry Watson, former Chichester agent to 

the South Australian Commissioners and a colleague of Hoare in the Chichester Grape 

Society, who had emigrated to Adelaide in 1839. Watson set up as a commission agent with 

his brother-in-law John Barton Hack, a former Chichester resident who had moved to South 

Australia three years earlier and is credited with planting the first vines in the colony at 

Chichester Gardens in north Adelaide. A lecture by Henry Watson on the cultivation of the 

grape vine before the South Australian Literary Association on 9 October 1840 could, with 

geographical references and priorities changed, have been given before the Chichester Grape 

Society. He spoke of the social benefits to the country labourer and the mechanic of training 

vines on the walls of their unwhitewashed cottages. He offered to subsidise the import of vine 

cuttings from other colonies and to pay a premium for the best bunch of grapes grown in the 

colony. But, above all, he eulogized the work of “my preceptor”, Clement Hoare, whose 

experiments on the fruit-bearing capabilities of the vine he saw as the basis of the colony’s 

nascent wine-growing industry (South Australian Register, 10 October 1840). Newspapers in 

both South Australia and New South Wales carried positive articles on the horticultural 

precepts of Clement Hoare up to the 1870s.  
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Jeff Pain 

 

The Southampton Tramways 

 

Introduction 

 

The first trams were horse-drawn, in competition with horse-drawn omnibuses, on routes 

where it was anticipated that the efficiency of steel wheels on steel rail would justify the 

expense of laying and maintaining fixed track. 

 

Street tramways were introduced to this country in 1860 at Birkenhead, by an American, 

George Francis Train, followed a year later by three separate routes in London. 

Unfortunately, these early lines suffered from the handicap of the rails being laid so that they 

stood above the road surface, with consequent inconvenience and damage to ordinary traffic. 

As a result the London lines closed within 12 months, although the original route in 

Birkenhead survived, to be rebuilt in 1864 with recessed grooved rail, the use of which 

opened the way for the acceptance of street tramways throughout the U.K.  

 

Generally speaking tramway systems in England went through four phases. Horse trams 

(c.1870), Electric trams (c.1900), Trolley buses (c.1930), Diesel buses (c.1950). The horse 

era was mainly privately financed and operated. The change to electric operation in most 

cases involved municipalisation, in association with the purchase of existing, or new building 

of electric power generating stations. This was followed by a change to Trolley buses, which 

still used home generated power, until eventual replacement by the Diesel bus and, in 

accordance with current government edict, return to private ownership.  

 

Southampton might have followed this pattern, as, in the 1930’s, Parliamentary powers were 

obtained to replace Trams with Trolley buses. However, enthusiasm waned during the 

decade, and war in 1939 finally ended this prospect. It is probable that wartime economies 

and their aftermath extended the era of electric transport in Southampton, until its eventual 

demise on the 31st December 1949. 

 

The Horse Tramways 

 

The issue of The Southampton Times, dated March 23rd 1872 carried an item on a recent 

debate by the Council concerning a Works Committee report on a proposal to lay and operate 

street tramways in the Borough and suburbs. Apparently the Works Committee approved the 

proposals by 5 votes to 4, with the Chairman’s casting vote being decisive. However, before 

the full Council there were many objections, in particular regarding the use of Trams along 

Above Bar and High Street. 

Some detail is provided by Sir James Lemon in his Autobiography, where objections 

mentioned include:- “that they would be dangerous, ruin would befall tradesmen in the High 

Street, and the only benefit would be for wheelwrights and doctors.” One of the objectors was 

the editor of The Southampton Times, Mr Charles Cox, whose editorial stated that the High 

Street would be greatly deteriorated by the introduction of Trams, which would cause traffic 
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blocks at the Bargate, however skilfully it was to be regulated. James Lemon was himself in 

favour of the idea. Although he was confined to bed he presented his views by letter, stating 

that Trams, in his opinion, caused if anything less obstruction than an omnibus (horse-drawn 

bus) as Trams had to follow the track, also their breaks (sic) were more efficient, etc. Not 

withstanding these points the Council decided that Trams should not be allowed below the 

proposed junction at Commercial Road. 

 

In spite of this setback the British and Foreign Tramways Company obtained an Act of 

Parliament dated 6th August 1872 to authorize the construction of Tramways in and near 

Southampton. However, section 7 required the consent of the Council to be obtained at a 

special meeting; an attendance of at least 66% being obligatory. If approval was obtained 

another meeting must follow, not less than one month and not more than two months 

thereafter, to be of the same opinion. In the event, no change of heart of the Council came 

about and the Parliamentary powers lapsed after three years. 

 

In the Act, “The Southampton Street Tramways Company” was authorized to construct the 

following Tramways:- 

1) Commencing in the main upper turnpike road between Southampton and Winchester, near 

Alma Road, and proceeding southwards along The Avenue, Bellevue Place, Waterloo Place, 

East and West Marlands Parks, Anglesea Place, Above Bar Street, High Street, Bridge Street, 

Bernard Street and Oxford Street, terminating opposite John Street; the line to be single with 

8 passing loops. 

2) Commencing in Portswood Road on the lower turnpike road to Winchester, opposite 

Highfield Lane, near the Belmont Inn, proceeding south-westwards along Portswood Road, 

turning along Bevois Road to a Junction with Line 1 in The Avenue; the line to be single 

track, with 2 passing places. 

3) Commencing in Shirley at the Junction of Park Street and High Street, passing south-

eastwardly through High Street, Shirley Road, Romsey Lane, Four Posts Hill, Commercial 

Road and the street in front of Anglesea to join Line 1; the line to be single with 4 passing 

loops. 

 

Also, one line was rejected; this being the continuation of Line 1 from Oxford Street along 

Canute Road to a terminus near the Floating Bridge, which required several level crossings of 

the London & South Western Railway Co’s lines into the Docks. It was the LSWR’s 

objections which had this section removed. 

 

In passing it is of interest to note changes of street names, viz; Line 1 would now read- The 

Avenue, London Road, Above Bar, High Street, Bernard Street, Oxford Street; in Line 2 

Bevois Road is now Lodge Road, and in Line 3 Romsey Lane has become part of Shirley 

Road. The upper turnpike road is that to Winchester via Chandlers Ford, and the lower, that 

to Winchester via Eastleigh and Twyford. 
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The total route was 4 miles 4 furlongs 8 chains (7043m) and for this distance the number of 

passing loops appears very sparse, though as presumably it was intended only to run the cars 

at 30 minute intervals there would not have been any operational problems. 

 

The remaining clauses were mainly as to be expected, being in line with the general 

provisions of the Tramways Act 1870. Specific clauses included the following:- 

 

Chapter 9       Only carriage with flanged wheels to run in ground rails to be used, with  

             animal power only. 

 

Chapter 12     The capital to be £50,000, in five thousand units of £10 each. 

 

Chapter 27     The first three directors to be:- 

             Lieutenant Colonel Charles Napier Stuart, Herman Gustav Erichsen and 

             William Morris. 

 

Chapter 38     Every passenger is entitled to personal luggage not exceeding 28lbs (13 kilos)  

             in weight, without charge. 

 

Chapter 39     The company may carry small parcels not exceeding 112lbs (51 kilos) at no  

             more than the following rates. 

             Not exceeding 7lbs    –   3d (3.2kilos – 1.3p)   

             Not exceeding 14lbs  –   5d (6.4kilos – 2.1p)   

             Not exceeding 28lbs  –   7d (12.7kilos – 2.9p)   

             Not exceeding 56lbs  –   9d (25.4kilos – 3.8p) 

             Over 56lbs – any sum which the Company shall think fit. 

 

Chapter 41     The Company shall run two carriages each way mornings before 7am, and after 

             6pm evenings (Sundays, Christmas Day and Good Friday excepted) for  

             artisans, mechanics and daily labourers at a fare not exceeding 1 
1
/2d (0.2p) 

             per mile.   

 

Following the failure of the first proposals the idea of a tramway in Southampton was not 

allowed to drop, and “new” plans were deposited in 1876 by the “Southampton Tramways 

Company”. The proposers were William Marshall Cochrane, Woodbine Cloete, George 

Thomas Harper and Alexander Clunes Sherriff; and with more local backing this time, the 

blessing of the Corporation and the LSWR was obtained for the full system. The act received 

the Royal Assent on August 10th 1877 and contained the following clauses which, in effect, 

overcame the objections which were the cause of the earlier failure:- 

1)  Tramway No. 1. Between Commercial Road/Terminus Station, and No.2. between St. 

Lawrence Road/Floating Bridge Road... and the loops or passing places connected with and 

subsidiary to those tramways, shall be paved with wood (blocks) between the rails, and so 

much of the road as extends eighteen inches (459mm) beyond the rails on each side of the 
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tramway shall be paved with granite setts; all to the reasonable satisfaction of the surveyor 

for the time being of the Borough of Southampton.  This solved the problem re. the High 

Street and Above Bar. Then came the clauses protecting the London & South Western 

Railway Company... 

2) The crossings on the level shall be at the cost of the S.T.C. and also maintained by them at 

all times to the satisfaction of the LSWR engineer. The traffic of the LSWR shall at all times 

have precedence over the S.T.C and the cars of the Company shall not approach or pass over 

any of the lines of the LSWR at a speed greater than four miles per hour, and the cars of the 

Company shall not on any pretense be permitted to stop upon any of the lines of the LSWR. 

In working and using the tramway the Company shall at all times, before any car approaches 

or passes over any such lines of rails, announce and give proper and timely warning of the 

approach of such car by means of a bell or horn or other such agreed means sounded from 

such. However, immediately upon the exhibition of a red flag or red light, or ringing of a bell 

by any servant of the LSWR any such car shall be stopped before it passes over any line of 

the LSWR. 

It then goes on to state that the Railway can take the Company to court to recover any 

damages caused by the company or its servants, and that not more than one car or carriage 

shall be drawn by one team of horses. 

 

Of these clauses, the ringing of a bell by a Railway Company servant to warn of a train 

crossing Canute Road has persisted until recent times, and this is the only reference I can 

recall of trailers or a train of cars on a horse-drawn passenger tramway. 

The other clauses of the Act were as would generally be expected, but I have selected some 

of the more interesting points as follows:- 

 

6) The Corporation may and shall have power to use the tramways for sanitary purposes at 

any time between the times of twelve o’clock at night and five o’clock in the morning, paying 

such tolls as may be agreed between the corporation and the Compny. 

 

7) It shall not be lawful for the proprietors at any time to take up or set down any passenger 

or parcel, or to allow passengers to enter or leave any of their carriages, between a point of 

ten yards northward of the north side of Hanover Buildings and a point ten yards northward 

of the subsidiary tramway F  shown on the deposited plans (this is the passing loop on the 

south side of the Bargate). For every such offense ... liable to a penalty not exceeding forty 

shillings (£2), and any person entering or leaving or attempting to do so (having been warned 

by a servant of the Company) shall be liable to a like penalty of forty shillings. 

 

10) All carriages used on the tramways shall be moved by horse power only. 

 

29) The tramways shall be completed within two years and six months from the passing of 

this Act. 
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33) Every tramway to be made, formed, or laid down under the powers of this Act shall be 

constructed with two rails on the gauge of four feet eight and a half inches (1435mm), to be 

laid at a distance (between the outer edges of each rail) of five feet three inches from each 

other. 

 

38) The Company may widen and improve in the manner shown upon the deposited plans so 

much of Shirley Road (otherwise Romsey Lane), Four Posts Hill and the Commercial Road 

... and may alter the levels of the said portion of road in the manner shown on the deposited 

section, and may enter upon, take, and such of the lands shown on the deposited plans ... as 

may be necessary for the purpose of such widening and improving. 

 

48) Gave the Corporation powers of compulsory purchase of the Company any time from 

eleven years after completion of any section of tramway, but not later than twenty years from 

the passing of this Act, and allowed for the parties to seek arbitration should they be unable to 

agree to a price. 

 

Clause No. 38 requires amplifying. As much of the line to Shirley was outside the Borough 

Boundary, which ran close to the route of Hill Lane, from Burgess Street at the top of The 

Common, and along Rollesbrook to the River Test (near the present Booking Office on No.1 

platform of Southampton Station) in an almost straight line, and this put Four Posts under the 

jurisdiction of the Shirley Local Board. Owing to the route along Commercial Road/Four 

Posts Hill rising very steeply, and therefore being unsuitable for horse tramway operation, 

discussions were held between the interested parties which resulted in an agreement, whereby 

the S.T.C would pay Southampton and Shirley £500 and £750 respectively for the main 

works. Also a contribution would be made by the County Authorities, which included 

widening the bridge (over the Rollesbrook). this left only some £200 to be provided from 

Shirley funds with, apparently, a lesser amount from Southampton. 

 

After inspection by Major-General Hutchinson, of the Board of Trade, on Saturday May 3rd 

1879 the Portswood section was opened on Monday 5th May, with receipts of £26 on that 

day. The officers of the Company were:- Chairman, Mr. G.T. Harper, Engineer, Mr.  Wilson, 

General Manager, Mr. W.G. Lankester and Secretary, Mr, J Barber-Glenn. 

 

So Southampton entered the era of public transport within the reach of most people, which 

generated development of the suburbs, as it was now possible to live away from the 

workplace and travel in comparative comfort. Also, perhaps it made possible family 

excursions, which up to then, for the vast majority had entailed walking. 

 

* 

 

So the service commenced, but not without problems – financial and otherwise. At a public 

meeting held at the Victoria Rooms on July 29th 1879, the ‘Anti Sunday Service’ lobby 

canvassed for support. The Southampton Tramways Company Chairman G.T. Harper was 

brave enough to attend and commented that cars did not run during the recognised times for 
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church services (this was in line with earlier railway practice) and were in fact used by some 

worshippers to go to church ... and whilst he respected their feelings it was for the 

shareholders to make the final choice. 

 

At the subsequent shareholders meeting held in London on September 1st, the matter was 

duly discussed with the practical approach winning the day, i.e. providing it made a profit 

Sunday service would continue, as usage constituted tacit approval of the local residents. The 

meeting was also informed that to-date expenditure amounted to £66,909, and that average 

traffic receipts for the previous 12 weeks had been £217 per week. 

 

However the general situation was not financially rosy, bad weather, management and 

materials all having adverse effect. Bad weather was cited as the cause of poor results in the 

directors’ half year reports 1879, ’81, ’83, ’86, and ’88, after which the sun must have shone 

as this excuse was not used again. 

 

At the directors’ meeting held in March 1881, the chairman related to a very dismal situation 

and implied that, in part at least, the (ex) manager who had now left the company (and indeed 

the country, being now in America) was to blame. However the shareholders considered 

others must bear some responsibility and elected a new board, only the secretary remained 

and indeed Mr J. Barber-Glenn held this office throughout the existence of the company. 

 

Another cause of trouble was the cars themselves, as the first ten at least were not well 

constructed. Although the specifications called for double deck two horse cars, the directors’ 

reports give the following information on the availability of the vehicles: 

 

19.2.80 Cars available.. 9 double horse 

      6 single horse (lower deck only in use) 

 

30.9.80 Cars available.. 9 double horse 

      6 single horse (as above) 

  “Propose to convert 4 doubles to singles before commencement of winter  

  traffic”. 

 

19.8.81 “Are aware some cars badly constructed – many required heavy repairs – top  

  seats removed from 2 cars – 3 others have collapsed, 2 already rebuilt and 1  

  receiving attention – others waiting for repairs. (so) not enough cars to run  

  services – many breakdowns causing irregularity in schedules, added to 

  which loss of carrying capacity by removal of top seats has all affected  

  revenue. Four new now on order, to be paid for over five years.” 

 

20.2.82 “Still rebuilding cars” 

Cars available.. 11- double cars 

      9 - single cars 
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21.8.82 Total cars 20 of which: 

     4 cars entirely rebuilt 

     4 cars partly rebuilt 

     4 cars being rebuilt 

 

31.8.83 “Cars now in good condition except two of the small ones”. 

 

After 1884 the company began to pay dividends fairly regularly, and with increasing traffic it 

was advisable to improve the operation of the system, so an Act of Parliament was obtained 

on the 28th June 1888 which gave the company powers to improve the capacity of the track 

by almost doubling the number of passing loops. Because the junction of Lodge Road with 

Portswood Road had an awkward camber the route was diverted via Spear Road and Avenue 

Road. In order to save money the required track was obtained by closing and re-using that 

from the line between Stag Gates and the Common in the Avenue. 

 

One proposal requested under this Act but not granted was a line from the existing line by 

Holy Rood Church along the lower part of the High Street to the Royal Pier, refusal 

presumably being because of limited clearances where the road narrowed. 

 

Additional powers were granted to “build, purchase or hire, to use and work horse omnibuses 

for reward, carrying passengers, articles and goods”. As a result omnibus services were 

started by the company to fill in the gaps not covered by the  tramways, the first being from 

the clock tower (then at High Street/New Road junction) via St Mary’s and Newtown to 

Portswood and on to the Borough boundary at Hampton Park. 

 

Over the remaining years until the town took over, the company paid a regular dividend 

though perhaps at the expense of the track and road way, as they were continually at 

loggerheads with the council over the standards being maintained for repairs and general 

upkeep. 

 

The story of the municipalisation of the tramways will be in the next chapter but we conclude 

here with the last rites of the private company. (The next chapter was never completed – 

editor) 

 

The company was handed over as a going concern at midnight on June 30th 1898, when a 

supper was held with half of the Tramway company employees present – the Company 

Chairman Colonel Bance presiding, with the Mayor and other members of the council 

attending. In his speech the Chairman stated “the company had 200 horses, the mileage run in 

the last year was 360,000 (576,000 kms), income had increased from £11,000 in 1880 to 

£20,000 in the last year, the total passengers carried numbered 2.5 million with the half 

million being in the last two years, the wages sheet represented £150 a week with about £100 

for forage.” In conclusion he was pleased that the corporation had agreed to take over the 

whole of the staff; the only men not staying were the Directors and the Secretary. After 

suitable responses from the Mayor, etc. ... the party continued until midnight when in a short 
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speech the Chairman asked the Mayor to take over the tramways on behalf of the town. The 

Mayor accepted the responsibility and the company sang ‘Auld Lang Syne’. 

 

The following evening the other half of the staff received their supper and speeches, but 

obviously the occasion had lost the drama of the previous evening. 

 

APPENDIX A 

 

DIRECTORS  W. Cloette   1879 

   F.B. Turner   1879 – 1881 

   J.W. Greig   1879 – 1881 

   E. Bance   1881 – 1892 

   A.W. White   1881 – 1882 

   J.B. Concannon  1882 – 1898 

   P.E. Marshall   1892 – 1898 

 

CHAIRMEN  G.T. Harper   1879 – 1881 

   W. Roebuck   1881 – 1892 

   E. Bance   1893 – 1898 

 

APPENDIX B   STOCK AS SHOWN IN THE CORPORATION VALUATION OF 

FEBRUARY 1898 

 

HORSE CARS (All double deck with knife board seating) 

Car Number Purchase Date  Builders Name   Estimated  

       Value 1898 

 

1  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

2  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

3  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

4  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

5  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

6  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   Withdrawn  

7  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   Withdrawn  

8  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

9  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   £40  

10  1879   Bristol Wagon Co.   Withdrawn  

11  1879   Starbuck Co.    £40 

12  1879   Starbuck Co.    Withdrawn  

13  1879   Starbuck Co.    £40  

14  1879   Starbuck Co.    £40  

15  1879   Starbuck Co.    Withdrawn  

16  1879   Starbuck Co.    Withdrawn  

17  1881   Starbuck Co.    £50  

18  1881   Starbuck Co.    £50  

19  1881   Starbuck Co.    £50  

20  1881                             Starbuck Co.    £50 

21  1890   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £105   

22  1890   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £105   
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23  1891   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £110   

24  1893   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £120   

25  1893   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £120   

26  1893   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £120 

27  1893   North Metropolitan Tram Co.  £120   

28  1896   Brush Electrical Engineering Co. £140   

29  1896   Brush Electrical Engineering Co. £140   

30  1896   Brush Electrical Engineering Co. £140   

31  1896   Brush Electrical Engineering Co. £140   

 

OMNIBUSES (Double-deck garden seats) 

 

118  1892   G. Roe, Hammersmith  £80 

119  1892   G. Roe, Hammersmith  £80 

130  1892   G. Roe, Hammersmith  £80 

138  1892   G. Roe, Hammersmith  £80 

122  1887   Andrews, Cardiff   £40 

131  1887   Andrews, Cardiff   £40 

140  1887   Andrews, Cardiff   £40 

141  1887   Andrews, Cardiff   £40 

 

HORSES 

 

Stabled at Portswood for Tramcars  63 

 

Stabled at Portswood for Omnibuses  24 

 

Stabled at Highfield for Omnibuses  24 

 

Stabled at Shirley for Tramcars  70 

              

    Total  181 

 

All horses for identification purposes given a Stud number and at the time of this valuation 

the horses still in use were numbered between 171 and 522. The longest serving, No. 171, 

had been purchased in 1883 aged 6 years and had been at work for 14.5 years !!! 

 

 

 

 

This article first appeared in two parts in issues 5 and 6 of the Southampton Local History 

Forum Journal, Spring 1996 and Spring 1997. It is included here as a tribute to Jeff Pain, 

long time Chairman of the Local History Forum, who sadly passed away in December 2013. 
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Richard Preston 

 

Five transient Southampton newspapers, 1822-1832 

 

The following short articles were written for the forthcoming online A-Z of Southampton’s 

History and were intended to be stand-alone entries (editor). 

 

Southampton County Chronicle 

The Southampton County Chronicle and Isle of Wight Journal - sometimes abbreviated to 

Southampton Chronicle - was published between 4 April 1822 and 4 September 1824. It 

circulated in Hampshire (including the Isle of Wight), Wiltshire, Dorset, Sussex and the 

Islands of Guernsey and Jersey. The proprietor, although conventionally not named in the 

paper itself, is revealed in Pigot's directory of 1823/4 to be Isaac Fletcher. The paper was 

published and printed by Thomas Baker from the Chronicle officers near the Post Office 

in Butcher Row. Isaac Fletcher had married a daughter of Thomas Baker in 1802. The co-

partnership between the two families was strengthened by religious, political and trading ties: 

members of the Above Bar Independent Chapel, liberal in politics (Thomas and Isaac voted 

identically in a run of parliamentary elections from 1806) and partners both as wine and 

coal merchants (up to 1811 at least) and as printers and booksellers. The first issue of the 

Chronicle stated the aims of the proprietor: "We will be loyal, yet not slavish; independent, 

yet not insolent; jealous of the public rights, yet not inflammatory in the maintenance of 

them; candid to all parties, without being the tools of any". A battle for sponsorship was 

immediately joined with the Southampton Luminary, started almost simultaneously by 

William Lomer junior, a rival printer. This may account for the fact that the Chronicle was 

published on Wednesday evening instead of at the weekend, which was normal practice. 

The Chronicle was enlarged from five to six columns per page in June 1822: "Our sale has 

increased weekly, in spite of the unfounded reports which have been circulating respecting 

us, and the prejudices which some have endeavoured to excite". Fletcher's paper outlived the 

Luminary, which ceased publication in July 1823. In an attempt to fill the potential void, 

Fletcher changed the day of publication to Friday evening and his London agents posted 

adverts in the metropolitan press claiming that "the Southampton Luminary, being 

discontinued in favour of the Chronicle, the circulation of the latter is grossly increased, and 

the proprietors can with confidence recommend it to the attention of professional and other 

gentlemen of similar engagements". This was untrue, as contemporaries in Southampton 

would probably have known, as the Luminary passed seamlessly into the Southampton 

Herald. The Chronicle succumbed to the new title fourteen months later. To quote from 

Fletcher's valediction in the final issue of 4 September 1824: the proprietor "having 

ascertained, after an experiment of more than two years, that more than one newspaper 

cannot be profitably maintained in the town, has determined on relinquishing his own". There 

was no direct successor, although Thomas Baker and his son ran the Southampton Mercury 

for 36 issues in 1830. It was Isaac Fletcher who picked up the pieces of the Bakers' printing 

empire after the Mercury's catastrophic failure.  
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The Southampton Chronicle was not allied to any political party, although its tone was 

decidedly liberal. Greek independence was a favoured cause, with space allocated to letters 

from Edward Blaquiere (then living in Southampton), a founding member of the London 

Greek Committee. The most intense spats with the Southampton Luminary came over 

theatrical criticism. One such controversy, in October 1822, revolved around the competence 

of Mr Maxfield, actor manager of the Southampton Theatre. Thomas Baker himself probably 

acted as the paper’s theatrical critic. Following one particularly vitriolic review, The Drama, 

or Theatrical Pocket Magazine (no.3, June-December 1822) advised "Mr B. not to use his 

pen too freely". 

 

Southampton Luminary 

The Southampton Luminary and County Chronicle had a brief existence between 1822 (first 

noted on 18 April) and July 1823 as a Tory newspaper supporting the principles of George 

Canning. No copies now exist. It was published weekly on Sunday mornings - but normally 

dated Monday - from 28 High Street, price 7d. Its "sudden and unexpected demise" saw its 

metamorphosis into the Southampton Herald. The first proprietors of the Luminary were 

William Lomer the younger & Co, a partnership between William Lomer junior and 

Christopher Irving. This was dissolved by mutual consent on 14 September 1822, the sole 

proprietorship passing to William Lomer the younger. Lomer is listed in Pigot's directory of 

1823/4 as a printer living in Monkton's Court. He belonged to an extended family of corn 

factors and grocers, well represented in the corporation. Irving, born in Scotland, was a 

schoolmaster and author of over twenty school books. He had previously run the Military, 

Naval, Classical and Commercial Academy in Quay Street, Newport, Isle of Wight, 

a prestigious school set up by l'Abbe de Grenthe. Irving first appears in Southampton in 

August 1821 as Provincial Grand Secretary of the United Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted 

Masons in the town. His daughter Helena was baptized at All Saints Church on 23 May 

1822: Irving was described in the parish registers as schoolmaster of Above Bar. In January 

1823 - shortly after the dissolution of the partnership with Lomer – Irving became 

bankrupt. The Luminary was printed by Thomas Cope, only 27 years of age and destined for 

a glittering career in the business. He had moved to London by 1828, in the employ of 

William Clowes, "the prince of printers". Cope was publisher of The Times between 1848 and 

1863, overseeing the new publishing department built by John Walter III in 1857-8. A son, 

William Cope, married Sarah Jane Trew, daughter of the Southampton banker Thomas Trew, 

at St Luke's Church on 14 July 1855. William Lomer followed Irving into bankruptcy in May 

1823, shortly before the demise of the Luminary. The paper, complete with the goodwill, 

premises, type and printing apparatus - all new within the last twelve months - was sold by 

private contract in July 1823, apparently in accordance with the wishes of the bankrupt and 

his friends.  

 

An epigram attributed (optimistically) to Lord Byron which appeared in the Luminary was 

reprinted in The Nic-Nac; or Oracle of Knowledge, no.27, 31 May 1823, p 216: 
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In digging up thy bones, Tom Paine, 

Old Cobbett hath done well; 

You visit him on earth again, 

He'll visit you in hell. 

 

 

Southampton Herald 

The Southampton Herald, a Tory newspaper supporting George Canning, was published 

between 28 July 1823 and 22 September 1827. It was re-titled the Southampton Town and 

County Herald on 27 January 1825. The paper was published on Sunday, but was dated 

Monday. The Herald succeeded the Southampton Luminary, the editor of the latter 

transferring to the new paper. The original printers, publishers and part proprietors were 

Elizabeth Skelton and Co. of 22 High Street. The firm failed spectacularly in January 1826 

(see ‘A precarious business: the Skelton family of stationers, printers, publishers, booksellers 

and circulating library owners in Southampton and Havant, c.1781-c.1865’ in number 21 

(Autumn 2013) of this Journal). The accounts were transferred to John Coupland, another of 

the proprietors. His imprint appeared for the first time on 16 January 1826. The paper had 

previously been printed at 22 High Street but immediately on acquiring the paper Coupland 

removed the whole of the printing materials and plant to 105 High Street. From the start, the 

Herald adopted an aggressive political tone. John Coupland had previously worked on the 

anti-radical London Sunday paper the British Monitor. In July 1826 he appointed as editor 

Charles Molloy Westmacott, fresh from campaigning for George Canning at the Westminster 

election the previous month but better known – to quote the Oxford Dictionary of National 

Biography – as a journalist and blackmailer, commonly acknowledged to be "the greatest liar 

in England". He was previously editor of the Gazette of Fashion. Westmacott’s stormy 

relationship with the Herald lasted only until December 1826. Evidence given by Coupland 

the following year at a trial for libel brought against Westmacott – and committed only five 

weeks into his editorship - by Alfred Bunn, manager of the Drury Lane Theatre in London, 

explains how Westmacott came to be connected with the Herald:  "the Defendant introduced 

himself to me; he represented to me that he could supply me with information from the upper 

circles of society, and particularly from the Yacht Club at Cowes, where he was then living.... 

I engaged him for six months, and was to give him £50". (Morning Post, 25 April 1827). 

Westmacott had previously supplied Coupland with news from Cowes under his literary 

pseudonym of Bernard Blackmantle. The Herald immediately became a weapon in the 

protracted and vicious war between Westmacott and Richard Downing Richards, editor 

and proprietor of the London Sunday newspaper The Age. In September 1826 the town was 

flooded by placards from Richards in which he described his nemesis as having "served in the 

capacity of a cad, scene-shifter, colour grinder, moulder, reporter, spy, common informer, 

eaves-dropper, sweep, and deliverer of messages on the Liverpool stage". An article in The 

Age, 29 October 1826, described Westmacott as "now getting a few shillings a week, for 

scraping the falsehoods of the town for this expiring periodical [the Herald], and will 

continue to do so until he is kicked from its service, as he had been from that of every other 

Journal he ever stole into the secrets of". The six months of libel and controversy which 

marked Westmacott’s editorship clearly stretched relations with the proprietor to breaking 
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point, the hostility continuing even after Westmacott had acquired The Age in June 1829 

following Richards’ bankruptcy. Six months after the acquisition Westmacott put his paper 

behind a campaign to replace the recently-deceased William Chamberlayne with an 

uncompromisingly Protestant MP for the borough. He now wrote of "that wretched thing of a 

newspaper, called the Southampton Herald, conducted by some ignorant printer's devil 

[Coupland had started his career as a printer's apprentice], to whom the structure of a 

sentence is as difficult as the erection of a pyramid". A bon mot that was to haunt Coupland 

for the rest of his professional career. 

 

The Herald was renamed the Hampshire Advertiser in September 1827. The Advertiser 

continued until 1940. 

 

Southampton Mercury 

The Southampton and Isle of Wight Mercury - sometimes abbreviated to Southampton 

Mercury - ran for thirty six issues between 27 March and 27 November 1830. The 

proprietors, printers and publishers were Thomas Baker the elder and Thomas Baker the 

younger, trading as Baker and Son, of Butcher Row. It was the swansong of a firm of printers 

and booksellers dating back to the Thomas Baker (father and grandfather respectively of the 

Mercury proprietors) who printed a pioneer Southampton Guide in 1774 and who was to 

become one of the forcing personalities of Southampton as a spa. He was a proprietor of the 

Hampshire Chronicle in 1778. His son was admitted a partner in the printing and bookselling 

business in 1802, and carried on the firm after his father quit the business in 1805, first in 

partnership with Isaac Fletcher, then on his own account (trading both in Southampton and 

London) and finally in partnership with his son. Thomas Barker II was printer and publisher 

of the Southampton County Chronicle between 1822 and 1824. The father and son 

partnership - as booksellers, stationers and printers - was dissolved on 13 May 1831. The 

printing office and wholesale stationery works in Butcher Row were bought by Isaac Fletcher 

and run, under the name Fletcher and Sons, in conjunction with his own long-established 

bookselling and stationery business in the High Street.  

 

Baker and Son were publishers to the new elite of Southampton in the early nineteenth 

century. They catered for an almost insatiable demand for works of local topography. Their 

publication list in 1825 included, in addition to the latest edition of the Southampton Guide, 

three works by John Bullar (A historical and picturesque guide to the Isle of Wight, 

Historical particulars relating to Southampton and Tour round Southampton), Sir H C 

Englefield's Walks through Southampton, Picture of the Isle of Wight by W Cooke, Account 

of the Island of Jersey by W Plees and A companion in a visit to Netley Abbey. Their venture 

into the uncertain newspaper business fits into this tradition. The Mercury was aimed at an 

educated, genteel, sophisticated and politically reformist audience. An editorial in the first 

issue promised "to exhibit the rare exemplification of liberality without liberalism [and] to 

promote every thing which is rational, practicable, and legitimate in the scheme of radical 

reform without radicalism". The excesses of party political newspapers - such as the 

Hampshire Advertiser in Southampton - were to be avoided. "It is not necessary that there 

should be any thing transcendentally striking or energetic in a paper which is read week after 
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week". Extensive coverage was given to the Southampton Regatta (the Mercury was a 

corporate subscriber), Southampton Races, exhibitions in the Hants Picture Gallery, theatre 

reviews and the Royal Society of Southampton Archers: all aimed at a self-consciously 

fashionable market. Literary puzzles were printed in French, a language so general amongst 

the readership that translation was unnecessary. The eschewal of party politics, of not being 

indebted to an exclusive Junta, was slightly disingenuous. In the general election of 1830 the 

paper came out strongly in support of the Whig barrister Charles Frederick Williams (known 

as "Minimus" Williams on account of his small stature), a barrister on the Western Circuit 

who stood for the independence of the borough and purity of elections. Williams withdrew 

after a canvass of only five days.  

 

The Southampton Mercury, in common with the other Hampshire papers, was initially 

published on Saturday evening. Readers outside the immediate neighbourhood of 

Southampton therefore received their copy the following day. In an attempt to pre-empt their 

competitors, and to catch the crowds at Saturday markets, the Bakers in early July moved 

their publication time to 10 am, with an evening second edition promised if required. This 

smacks of commercial panic. The paper was discontinued less than five months later, with 

unpaid stamp and advertisement duty forming a large part of the debts. The stock in trade was 

sold, without reserve and in small lots for a quick sale, at auction in July 1831. Two 

outstanding libel actions were settled in the same year: an action to recover damages for an 

anonymous libel published in an advertisement (Baker v Baker and Others, settled at the 

Court of Common Pleas in May 1831) and libels against the managing committees of both 

the Southampton Dispensary and the County Female Penitentiary in Southampton, settled in 

August 1831. The Bakers had by then probably left Southampton.  

 

Southampton Courier 

The Hampshire Telegraph, 12 March 1832, carried an advertisement for a new weekly 

newspaper titled the Southampton and Isle of Wight Courier for the Counties of Hants and 

Wilts. The first issue was to be published on Saturday, 17 March 1832 at 6 o'clock in the 

evening. It appealed to "all those who are desirous of supporting a liberal and independent 

press". The publisher was Thomas King, stationer, bookseller and proprietor of a circulating 

library at 22 High Street, Southampton. Agencies were listed in Romsey, Lymington, 

Lyndhurst, Winchester, Portsmouth, Gosport, Titchfield, Otterbourne, Andover, Ryde, 

Newport, Cowes, Salisbury and Blandford. Thomas King was a Liberal in politics, so it was 

presumably aimed in part as a rival to the Tory Hampshire Advertiser, at that time the only 

paper published in Southampton. The Advertiser ignored the potential rival, although on the 

announced day of publication John Coupland ran what appears to be a spoiling advertisement 

in which he claimed that the Advertiser had a greater circulation within the county than any 

other newspaper and that "its advantages as an advertising medium over others of a more 

limited circulation must be apparent". The Telegraph advertisement is the only contemporary 

reference to the Courier. It is possible that the paper was never published, the Telegraph flyer 

merely testing the market. 

 

Thomas King went bankrupt in October 1838. 
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